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M AINE
cial entertainment and good fellow
ship and to that end to acquire,
hold, improve, rent, lease, buy, sell
and convey real and personal es
tate and to do any and all tilings
incident thereto that a natural per
son might do.”

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, OCTOBER 8, 1914.
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PRICE 4 C E N T *

3 pounds, 5 ounces; Aug. 29,. Geo. V.
Palmer, salmon, 4 pounds, 4 ounces;
Aug. 30,, Geo. V. Palmer, salmon, 3
pounds, 12 ounces; Aug. 31, Wm. B.
Fair, salmon, 3 pounds, 6
ounces;
this month 19 salmon and six trout
B Y > L Y ROD
- .
was the record and only one lady,,
Mrs. Wm. B. Fair was fortunate en
The amount of capital stock is
ough to bring to net one of the
$10,000; the amount of common stock
is the same; the amount of prefer “ Who hath smelt wood smoke at June 27, Tern. W. Miner, salmon,, 3 records and this was a sal-mou of
red stock is nothing.
The amount
twilight?
pounds, 5 ounces; June 28, Stephen just the right weight.
of captial stock already paid in is
When the cool days of September
pounds, 3
Who hath heard the birch
log H. Palmer, salmon, 3
$250.
The number of directors is
burning?
ounces; June 29„ H. A. Pratt, sal came the big fish- could be plainly
five, Wm. F. Mason of New York Who is quick to read the noises of mon, 4 pounds, 8 ounces; June 29, seen as they came up the stream
Mrs. John S. Doane, salmon, 3 into the pool and all anxiously wait
Among legal papers lately put on city is president; Henry M. Burrows
the night?
Let him follow with the others, for pounds, 13 ounces; June 30, Stephen ed for “ Old White Nose Pete” as
record at the Franklin county regis of Rangeley is treasurer.
H. Palmer, salmon,. 5
pounds, 13 the huge trout, which has been
the young men’s feet are
try of deeds is the certificate cf
The certificate was sworn to be
ounces; June 30, Stephen H. Pal weighed several times is named. He
organization of a corporation under
turning,
fore Newell P. Noble, esq., of Phil
ounces; came back but was too wise to take
the general laws and called the Ran
To t'he camps of proved desire and mer, salmon. 4 pounds, 7
lips the 24th of September last past
making 11 salmon and two
trout any fly offered and is safefor an
geley Motor Boat club.
known delight.”
and approved and recorded by At
Mrs.
Doane of ther year.
Surely this is the month when caught in June.
The purposes as set forth are “ to torney General Scott Wilson the 30th those who love camp life and “hath Boston, who handles her rod with
It was not uncommon to see 16 or
promote boating, water sports, so ult.
smelt woed smoke at twilight” are much skill and casts a fly with ease 18 boats in the pool, day after day
if possible on a hunting trip some and grace was the only lady to catch and skillfully they cast over
the
a record, as she did both a trout and pool and landed th-e following fish:
where in the state of Maine.
ANNOUNCEMENT— SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS
Sept. .1, John S. Do-ane, trout, 3
True, most of the public hotels a salmon.
will be open to the Public all the year. Hunting in the fall for Bear, Deer and and camps closed with the fishing
The July catch was as follows: pounds, 1 ounce; Sept. 1, Arthur B.
Partridges. Snowshoeing, Skiing, Rabbit Hunting and Trapping in the Winter. season,, October 1, but at Kenneb
July 1., Tom W. Miner, salmon, 3 Calkins* salmcn, 4 pounds, 6 ounces;
Fishing, both lake and stream, boating, mountain climbing and trailing in the
ago
there
will
be
a
merry
company,
pounds, 2 ounces; July 1, Tom W. Sept. 2, T. L. Barber, trout, 5 pounds
Summer. These camps are easy of access, only 1 1-2 miles from the railroad.
some to linger until December 15, Miner, trout, 3 pounds, 5
For further particulars address,
oupces; 2 ounces; Sept. 2, E. F. Van Dusen,
when
with
the
close
of
theliunting
July
2„
Stephen
H.
Palmer,
Salmon, treat, 6 pounds, 1 ounce; Sept. 4,
Hexnon S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine.
season,, Grant’s Camlp-s will close 3 pounds, 13
ounces;
July 3, E. I. Atlee, trout. 3 pounds, 7 ounc
after the most prosperous
season Arthur
B.
Calkins,
salmon,
3 es; Sept. 4, Dr. James W. Wister,
since he bulit at the foot of Ken pounds; July 4, Stephen H. Pal salmcn, 3 pounds, 2 ounces; Sept.
nebago.
mer, salmon, 4 pounds, 4 ounces; 5, Arthur B. Calkins, tro-uf, 4 pounds,
G R AN T’S CAMPS,
KENNEBAGO, MAINE
;J
In
1913
non-residents
to
the
num
July 4, Stephen H. Palmer, salmon, 6 ounces; Sept. 5, E. Frank Bugbee,
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had id Maine. A
Sept.
ber
of
2172
took
out
licenses
to
hunt
3 pounds, 17 ounces; July 4, Stephen trout, 3 pounds, 4 ounces;
Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We y
and H. Palmer, salmon, 3
shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
? big game and birds in Maine
pounds, 2 5, Raymond A. Parker, salmon,, 4
ED GRANT & SON CO.
j from this source the state
received ounces; July 5, Arthur B. Calkins, pounds, 3 ounces; Sept. 6, Tom W.
about $36000 in fees.
The cost of salmon,
3 pounds;
July
5, Miner, trout, 3 pounds, 5 ounces;
warden service was about $48909 and Arthur B. Calkins;, salmon, 3 pounds, Sept. 6, Raymond A. Parker, salmon,,
from all over the state was
the 2 ounces; July 6, Stephen H. Pal -t pounds, 3 ounces; Sept. 9, Theo
pounds;
call for more wardens.
It was mer, salmon, 3 poundsi, 15 ounces; dore R. Parker, trout, 5
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S b. u
| thought that but few non-residents July 6, Stephen H. Palmer, salmon, Sept. 9, Horace C. Dunham, sailmon,
were kept away by the license fee 3 pounds, 6 ounces; July 6, Arthur 3 pounds;, 13 ounces; Sept. 10, Tom
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on MooseloolcmeK;
pounds,
7
poundsi, 8 W Miner, salmon, 3
(untie Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections Auto
X; being changed from $15 to $25. There B. Calkins, salmon, 3
road to camps— Telephone connections—T w o m ai's daily—W rite for free circular.
X; will be no lack of hunters
this ounces; July 6, Arthur B. Calkins, ounces; Sep-t. 11, Raymond A. Park
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain. Maine
ounces;
year, for applications for
licenses trout, 3
pounds, 4 ounces; July er, trout, 3 pounds, 10
have already come to indicate there 7,
Tom W. Miner,
salmon, 3 S-ept. 11, Dr. Frank B. Gumkney, sal
will be as many, if not more, than pounds, 3 ounces; July 10, John mon., 4 pounds, 13 ounces; Sept. 11,
last season.
No one knows
how S. Doane, salmon, 3
pounds, J. C. Morgan, s-almon, 3 pounds, 2
many
deer
are
killed
in
our
state
in
5
ounces;
July
13,
Stephen
H.
Pal ounces; Sep-t. 12, Arthur B. Calkins,
FOR REAL SPORT COME TO
f
a season.
Last year 5774 were re mer,
salmon, 3 pounds;
July salmon., 3 pounds, 11 ounces; Sept.
BLAKESLEE LAKE G A M P 5
$ ported as killed and shipped and the 16, E. F. Van uDsan, salmon, 3 12, Arthur B. Calkins, trout, 4 pounds
The best Deer, Bear and Bird Shooting in the State of Maine.
A
commissioners had reports cf 2001 pounds,, 2 ounces; July 19, S. F. 12 ounces; Sep-t. 13, Tom W. Miner,
Comfortable, well heated, individual cabins, best of table.
Y
killed and shipped, those being con Palmer, salmon, 4 pounds; July 19, trout, 6 pounds, 2 ounces; Sept. 14,
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Skinner, Maine
$ sumed in camps or transported in Tom W. Miner, salmon, 3 pounds, Geo. H. Greenia, salmon, 3 pounds,
Van
private conveyances to the homes of 9 ounces; July 19, E. F. Van Dusan, 10 ounces; Sept. 14, E. F.
ounces
the hunters.
92 moose were report trout, 3 pounds; July 19,
Wm. B. Dusen, trout, 6 pounds, 5
ed as killed and shipped last year Fair, salmon, 3 pounds; July
21, making 10 salmon and 12 trout for
and 60 killed and not shipped.
A Stephen H. Palmer, trouti, 3 pounds; j the September record and for the
great deal of game is now transport July 21,
Miss
Beatrice
E. season 67 salmon and 24 trout.
ed by automobile as it is no un Fair, salmon,
4 pounds; July 22, | The largest salmon was caught on
common sight to see an auto with Miss Beatrice E. Fain, salmon, 3 1 June 30, by Stephen H. Palmer of
Mountain View , Maine
from one to four deer en route ac pounds, 7 ounces; July 24, Stephen Milfo-rd, Penn., and weighed 5 pounds
For further particulars write or address
ross the country.
H. Palmer, salmon, 3
pounds. ! 13 o-uncees, and the largest trout was
There is no evidence of the long 1 ounce; July 24,
Tom.
W. the last fish reeled in weighing 6
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
absent caribou returning to the Miner, salmon, 4 pounds, 9 ounces; pounds, 5 o-un-cesi, and was caught by
Mountain View,
»
•
*
Maine. | state, although now and then one is July 24, Miss Beatrice E. Fair, sal E. F. Van Dusen of New York.
seen on the northwest boundary of mon, 4 pounds, 4 ounces; July 25,.
Now if every pound of fish taken
Maine.
John S. Doane, salm-cn, 3 pounds, 1 from that pool did not leave $50 -in
i Those who
best understand the ounce; July 28, Tom W. Miner, sal
the state I am mistaken.
conditions and have the interests of mon, 3 pounds; July 31,, E. I.
Mary of theise fishermen came in
the fish and game of
Maine at Atlee salmon, 3 pounds, 4 ounces
June
and remained from two to four
heart, realizing they are “ gold mines making
26 salmon
and four
Some
for Maine” believe there should be trout the July catch and one fair months with their families.
who
fished
for
weeks
caught
only
one
a close time of five years on moose, young angler, Miss Fair of Orange,
also a small resident hunting li N. J., had the -honor of landing a fish- and others like the fishermen of
AS A
long ago caught nothing.
Sureily
cense, and a Change in the
close trio of the silver beauties.
had it not been for this pool where
season on migratory birds,
making
Th-e August catch was as follows: only fly fishing is allowed these ang
our state laws correspond to
the Aug. 1, John S. Doane, salmon, 3
lers would not have cc-me to Uipper
federal laws and surely a non-resi pounds, 7 ounces; Aug. 1, E.
I. Dam and tire thousands of dollars- left
dent fishing license law ought to be Atlee, salmon, 3
pounds; Aug.
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of made. This coming winter no 3 Dr. F. B. Giumimey, trout.. 3 there this summer tell of what our
fish- are worth to Maine, and that
access and nearly all the camps are open through the doubt the right thing will be asked pounds, 4 ounces; Aug. 10, Stephen we should look out for those lakes
for by the able Fish, and Game Com H. Palm-er, salmon, 4
pounds, 5 where once th-e fishing was good
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and mission of Maine.
ounces; Aug. 10, S. H. Palmer, Jr., and now only a few are caught.
salmon, 3 pounds, 3 ounces; Aug. 11,
small game are very abundant.
Tt is no use to “lock the barn
As a number of anglers have made E. F. Van Dusan, salmon, 3 pounds,. door after the horse has been stolen”
4
ounces;
Aug.
13,
E.
F.
Van
Dusan,
a request for the Maine Woods to
and it will be no use to make laws
publish a list of the record
trout salmon, 4 poundsi, 3 ounces; Aug. 15, after the fish have all been caught.
F.
M.
Tibbatt,
salmon.,
3
pounds,
6
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn and salmon token on the fly
this
ished upon application to
season which closed September 15, ounces; Aug. 18, E. Van Dusen, sal
Moose- mon, 3 po-u-nds, 7 ounces; Aug. 21,
The following unpublished
poem
F. N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine. which is situated between
iookmeguntic and Mol-lyclhunkamun E. F. Van Dusan, salmon, 3 poundsi from the pen of Dr. j. w . Harper of
lakes and is known the world over, 12 ounces; Aug. 22, T. L. Barber, Hartford, Conn., author of the book
I Read the advertisements Hn Maine
we
give the following: “A record salmon 3 pounds, 11 ounces; Aug. of poems-, “An Old Fly Book and
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE VV O O U S i
fish” at the Range-leys is one weigh 23, E. F. Van Dusan, salmon, 3 Other Stuff,” is most interesting:
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing 3 pounds and over, and we are pounds, 11 ounces; Aug. 24t, John
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the TrapperIt is a $1.00publication but if you act quick only
glad that this means “ fish
facts” S. Do-ane, trout, 3 pounds, 1 ounce;
B0 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
T H E LURE OF T H E POOL
information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. T a x i
and correct weights.
The first fish Aug. 25, J. C. Dougherty, salmon, 3
dermy. eto., that could not be ob ained elsewhere
F.
was caught by R. H. Eastman*. May pounds, 2 ounces; Aug. 25;. E.
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept, M., Huntington. and m oths wanted fo r eoHaares. B i«h e st p rices paid. O utdoor
29, salmon 3 pounds, 8 ounces; Jun-e Van Dusen, trout, 3 pounds., 4 ounc
Himimer w ork . G et com p lete book o f instruction r an details.
(Upper Dam)
W . Va.
- J A M R s SIN C L A IR , h’.ntucuoloa’ist. D ep t. 9,
1, Wallace H. WM-te, Jr., salmon, 3 es; Aug. 25, Wm. B. Fair, trout, 3 The night wind in the tree tops is
C.
pounds; June 22, H. C. Dunham*, Sal pounds, 1 ounce; Aug. 26, J.
whispering to me,
omon, 4 pounds, 11 ounces; June 23, Dougherty, trout, 3 pounds, 11 ounc
Small Causes of Fierce Wars.
It coons the songs of summer in a
H. C. Dunham, trout, 4 pounds; June es; Aug. 26, T. L. Barber, trout, 3
Borrowing a tobacco pipe and fail
plantiv-e melody;
Little Johnny’s Guess.
ing to return it kindled a civil war
24,
Stephen H. Palmer, salmon,, 3 poundsi, 15 ounces; Aug. 26, E. F. Its soft armis wind about me as
Little sister, who was fond
’kVan Dusen, salmon, 4 pounds, 3
which lasted for years among the
g questions, asked Johnny,
hy pounds, 4 ounces; June 26, -Stephen
though to have me stay,
ounces; Aug. 2fi, E. F. Van Dusen,
rival races in Pamir and Afghanistan.
H.
Palmer,
salmon,
3
phunds;
June
they call Captain Spearpoint a vetBut another voice is calling,, call
Adispute as to the relative attractions
an?” Johnny thought for a moment 26„ Mrs. John S. Doane, trout, 3 salmon, 3 pounds, 2 ounces; Aug. 27,
ing—far-away.
of snails and vipers as food started
d then answered, “I guess it’s be* pounds, 11 ounces; June 27, H. A. Mrs, Wm. B. Fair, salmon, 3 pounds,
fifty years of fighting between Milan
(Continued on page five.
Pratt, salmon, 3 pounds, 4
ounces; Aug. 28., Stephen H. Palmer, salmon,
use he’s a horse doctor.”
and Pisa.

RANGELEY MOTOR

BOAT CLUB

A New Organization for Promot
ing Water Sports at Rangeley

Mountain View House J

R A N G E L E Y LA K ES AND
D E A D RIVER REGION

H U N T IN G

RESORT

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BUTTERFLIES

F ly R o d s N o te B o o k

M AINE WOODS,
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Y ou ca n go after bear, moose, deer,with the con 
fidence that brings success if you shoot the

Tilarlin
Big G a m e

Repeating R ifle

ADE in all popular big
game calibres—guns of splen
did accuracy, range and power.

M

Marlins are always dependable

and famous for their
extreme accuracy.

They have Special Smokeless Steel barrels,
and the quick, reliable ffla r/in lever action. A ll have
the protecting solid-top, side-ejecting safety con stru ction ;
can’t freeze up or clog with snow, rain, twigs,
dirt or s a n d ; e m p ty shells n ever throw n in
th e shooter’s fa c e .

Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog to help you select right gun.

For smaller game, lever action rifles in .22 to 44
calibres;
pump action Titles m .ZZ, .ZD nm-nre,
.25-20, .32-20 ; repeating sh o tg u n s, 12, 16. 20 g au g es.

........
_
r ___
33 W illow Street, New Haven, Conn.

IMPORTANT WILD
DUCK FOODS
Thousands of wild ducks and other
waterfowl will come to your marsh.,
pondsi, lakes, rivers or
overflowed
lowlands if you plant the
natural
foods they love.
Careful study has proven that the
following are among the very best
and most attractive foods for wild
waterfowl:
Duck potato or wapato,
wild rice, wild celery, peppergrass or
water cress, a number of varieties of
potamogeton, blue duck millet, chin
quapins and chiufas.
Not all of these foods are eaten by
ail kinds of ducks.
For instance:
Wild rice is a food of the
(marsh
ducks, such, as the mallards,
teal,
and pintails, while wild celery is a
feed of the diving or deep
water
ducks like the canvasback, redheads,
and bluebills.
A wide variety of
foods are recommended for attracting
various kinds of waterfowl, and pro
viding foods a.t different times of the
year.
There are a few plants., chief among them being the duck potato or
Wapato, which are eagerly sought for
by practically all ducks of both marsh
and diving species, as well as by
many varieties of wild geese
and
other waterfowl.
DUCK P O T A T O OR W A P A TO
The duck potato or wapato plant
is considered one of the most valua
ble duck foods.
It produces tender
bulbs and shoots that wild ducks and
muskrats are very fond of.
Hand
some arrowhead shaped leaves, and
its stalks of delicate white flowers,

7 /l c Z r /i /l

CO.

rnkae it a highly desirable ornamental
plant, aside from its food value; it
often being used around ponds and
aquariums for this purpose. The tes
timony concerning its importance as
a wild duck food is so abundant that
one can have no doubt of its reliabil
ity.
Tiie wapato or duck potato plant
usually grows best in marshy places
where there is about a foot of wat
er, but will grow in wet
ground
where there is no depth, of water
at all if such places are overflown at
certain times of the year; also in
water up to two feet in depth. It us
ually readies a height. of about two
feet.
The plant produces bulbs, about the size of a small onion,
and
starts new plants in three
ways;
from bulbs, runners, and seeds. Prac
tically all ducks are very fond of it,
mallards and black ducks being among ’its largest consumers—musk
rats also eat considerable quantities.
The bulbs and shoots are fine flav
ored, similar to garden celery. Both
the bulbs and plants may be trans
planted.
Usually about 1,000 plants
per acre are required; the plants
being set about six feet apart. Run
ners soon start young plants in all
directions. The wapato plant can be
furnished any time during the sum
mer months.
W ILD C E L E R Y
(Vallisneria spiralis)
As a food for canvasbaeks,
red
heads, widgeons, bluebills, and num
erous other varieties of water fowl,
wild celery will be found unequalled,
and where planted, attracts
them
from many miles around. It can be
grown in suitable places in any part
of the United States, and in Canada,,
at least as far north as Hudson Bay.
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The fact that the name wild celery
and that of the famous
canvasback
duck, which, feeds on it almost ■en
tirely, when it is to be found,
go
hand in hand,, and’ should be suffi
cient to warrant its being a valuabl
addition to any waters.
It is not
only waterfowl, however, that are
attracted to feed on this plant,—
many kinds of game filsh, feed on the
tender leaves' and shoots. Fish fan
ciers agree that it is the
ideal
plant for aquarium^, and in waters
where fish are raised.
It is
of
more or less local distribution
and
consequently it is absent from large
areas within its general range. It
is in great demand for planting in
lakes, rivers and ponds by hunting
clubs, sportsmen and others, and has
been propagated very
successfully
and in widely separated regions.
Wild celery does not resemble gar-,
den celery, but is really an eelgrass,
growing entirely beneath the wateir.
The plant is adapted to soft mud or
loam bottom, and fresh or
slightly
brackish water from lVz to 8 feet in
depth.
The ribbon-like leaves of th
wild celery plant at the bottom ap
pear like long wide-bladed gras®. From
each plant spiral stems as large as
a common string and several
feet
long, run toward the surface. Dur
ing the late suimmer or early autumn
mucilaginous seed-bearing pods form
on the tips of these stems, averaging
from one-eighth to one-quarter of an
inch in diameter and from three to
five inches in length.
It should be
remembered that wild celery is a
perennial plant, i. e., it lives from
year to year, and it is not usually
until the second or third year after
planting that it produces the seed
bearing pods by which it is commonly
identified.
The plants send out run
ners like those of a
strawberry
plant, in all directions.
An abun
dance of new plants are started from
these runners, as well as from seed
and winter budst so that after
the
plants are once rooted there is little
danger of their ever dying out. Wild
celery plants can be furnished dur
ing the summer months., and the see
for planting in September and Oct
ober.
One and one-half to
two
bushels of seed should be sown per
acre.
PEPPERGRASS OR W A T E R CRESS
'This plant was originally a native
of the British Isles and game-keepers
there recommend It highly for plant
ing iu duck preserves. It has been
successfully introduced on a number
of preserves in this country
and
many kinds of waterfowl, especially
black duck, are known to be very
fond of it.
Water cress or pepper
grass has a double value; for besides
being a very desirable attraction for
wild ducks, it produces fine salads
and garnishdrgs for the table,
and
f.nds a ready market for this pur
pose.
It is also used as an aquar
ium plant and for decorative purpos
es.
Water cress is of a low growth,
seldom reaching a foot in height. It
should be planted in shallow waters
that do not freeze in winter,
and
preferably on somewhat sandy bot
toms.
Small running streams, foun
tains. and artesian wells are ideal
places around which to grow this
plant.
The plants thrive and grow
green all winter in the rubbing water
of such places which do not freeze;
small snails collect in abundance in
the cress beds, and such places are
very attractive to wild ducks
and
geese, especially when other green
water plants are out of season. The
plants can be furnished for transplant
ing during the spring and summer.
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L O T U S OR
C H IN Q U A P IN
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Vf __________
While this food is not at present,
perhaps, so widely known as some
of the other duck foods, whdeh have
been mentioned, it has been found
that wood duck, mottled duck, mal
lards and canvasbacks are very fond
of its numerous tubers, and that it
is the principal element which ren
ders a number o-f famous
hunting
grounds so attractive to wild ducks.
The nutgrass or chufa is adapted
to light,, rich, sandy, humus or loam
soils around lakes, and
reservoirs,
streams, and other waters which are
dry in summer but overflowed in
fall, winter,, or early spring, to make
them available for duck food. They
do well in timbered lands and a.re
ideal for use in connection with ar
tificial lakes and reservoirs that can
be drained or overflowed at will. The
plant is a heavy bearer, a
single

M APS OF M A IN E
RESORTS A N D ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps of the fishing regions of the
atate, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$.50
Somerset County
[50
Oxford County
’ 50
Piscataquis County
.60
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
[50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
.85
R. R. map of Maine
.3 5
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
[50
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
.35
Lincoln and Fagadahoc Counties
.35
Penobscot County
, 5a
Waldo County
. 3$
York County
.35

J. W B R A C K E T T
Phillips

WEBBER’S s
A L A SK A JACKET

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

100,
W A T E R plant producing usually about
but in some cases as many as 600 of
the little nut-like tubers that the
The
This is an exceptionally attract wild ducks are so fond of.
the
ive mallard food.
It has been in tubers are usually planted in
troduced in a number of duck preser spring; a peck and a half usually be
ves and it is said by setae to be the ing sufficient to plant an acre o f
greatest attraction a® a food
for ground.
wild ducks that they have in
some
B L U E DU C K M I L L E T
sections of the United States.
The plant is of the nature of a
In many places this plant is given
water lily, bearing large, handsome,
pale yellow flowers from five to nine a rank as a duck food equal to the
inches broad, which, makes it an at famous -wild rice (Zizania aquatlca).
other
tractive ornamental water plant. The Mallards,, pintails, teal and
wild
seeds that the ducks are fond of are shoal water ducks as well as
borne in pits in the flat upper sur geese, are fond of the seeds, sterns^
face of the top-like receptacle remain and leaves of this plant and In some
ing after the petals have fallen from cases it has been found to make up
the flower.
The plant grows best more than half of the diet of cer
on a mud or loam bottom and can be tain of these ducks, mallards appear
propagated in suitable places
any ing to be particularly fond of it.
The plant Is of a grass-11 ke nature
where in the United States and south
seed-heads,
ern Canada.
Being hardy to the with purplish colored
winters of the northern United States growing anywhere tfrogn one to four
Blue duck millet »s
atnd Southern Canada, it will be mor feet in height.
successful in this section than some adapted to moist, rich soils, such as
other plants o'” the water lily type, along the edges of lakes, marshes,
known to be good duck foods in the swamps and in wet lowlands of mead
ows.
It will stand floods to the ex
south.
Rootstocks and seeds arc* supplied tent o f a foot at least, and it will
grow on lands that are flood'ed in the
during the summer and fall.
winter, spring, or fall but which are
W ILD RICE
practically dry in summer. Lands of
such nature may he made good duck
This is another food which
1ms feeding grounds in this way. This
proved its value as a duck-coaxer. plant can be cultivated anywhere in
All marsh ducks, especially the mal the United States and wil] probably
lard, wood-duck, teal,
black-duck, stand planting as far north as any
In the north it
widgeon, and pintai , as well as wild other duck food.
geese and other .watericwl, are very should be sown in spring, but in the
as
fond of it.
Its graceful panicles of south it quay be sown as late
Sow fifty to sixty pounds
bloom give the wild rice a decidedly August.
to the acre.
ornamental appearance.
Besides providing a favorite food i
the fortm of grain and shots,
the
POTAMOGETONS
dense stalk-like growth provides cov
These axe a group of pond plante
er for the birds.
Wild rice, prop
erly hulled and cleaned, is a fine that compose a large percentage o f
There
cereal and it is customary to serve it the foed of all wild ducks.
are at least tl.irty-eigl t species o f
with game dinners.
the
Wild rice has been known to grow this group, but I only select
in water up to a depth of five feet, species that are important as wild
Among these are Po
but it appears to grow best in from duck food.
six inches to three and one-half feet tamogeton, Natans, Potamogeton LonPectinatus
of fresh or slightly salty water, and chitesi, and Potamogeton.
on soft muddy bottoms.
I
have (Wild Sago or Foxtail Grass).
'These plants produce numerous tu
seen some of the best growths
of
wild rice in very shallow water, and bers and seeds that are readily sought
Teal are very
in places that had been overflowed for by many ducks.
large
in the spring, but where by the fond of Potamcgetons, and
time the plants had matured there ficoks of them are often noted feed
was practically no water at all, only ing in beds of these plants.
A.ii of the species named produce
wet mud.
Whether or not waters
are too salty for wild rice can be clusters of seeds which are eaten
deteilmined by tasting the water. If by ducks in large quantities as well
the water is salty to taste, it is as- the bulbs of some species. Po ta
too salty.
Wild rice seed is gen mo get o-ns are successfully grown any
erally sown in the fall, the time that where in the United States and Can
the plant naturally goes to seed; ada from the Gulf of Mexico to Hud
Pofifty to sixty pounds of seed being son Bay and Southern Alaska.
in
used per acre.
When properly stor tamogetens are known to grow
ed, it may be planted in the spring from one to six feet of waten, but one
with good results.
The seed must to four feet appears to be about the
These plants grow on
be kept wet and never allowed to best depth.
dry, however, for it is certain that either mud or sand bottoms and a
dried wild rice seed will never grow. number of stpecies are known to
Wild rice seed can be supplied ear grow in salt as well as fresh water.
ly in the fall.
Orders,
however, Use about ftwo bushels of seed per
should be sent in as far in advance acre.—Clyde B. Terrell, naturalLst
of this time as possible, for the de and specialist on Wild Duck Foods.
mand is often greater than the sup
ply.
AMERICAN
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Built for the outdoor man; can be
adjusted to suit temperature. All
Wool and fashioned to fit. Colors:
Tan, Oxford and Scarlet. Sold In
Sporting Goods and Clothing Stores,
or sent to any address prepaid on
receipt of price, $5. Our Booklet,
’ ’The Need, The Make, The Price,”
tells all about it. A Postcard will
get it, and dealer’s name. Address

Geo. F. Webber,
M AN U FACTU R ER

414-418 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich:

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

-

CO .,

Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKKL,
TAXIDERMIST

Tackle.,

Dealer in Sporting; Goods. Ffehing
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
rangeley.
M A IN *

Ed Grant. Beaver Pond Camps
New reading matter, interesting;.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the papular demand was
so great for a second edition that we published
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
nqail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips, Me.

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.
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Why Pay Extra for
Dried-Up Tobacco?
That’s what you do when you buy chopped-up
tobacco in a tin, bag or foil wrapping. You pay extra
for the package—and get dried-up tobacco that bums fast
and hot and bites your tongue.
W hen you buy Sickle Plug you get more tobacco,
because there’s no package to pay for. You get better
tobacco, because all the flavor and moisture are pressed
into the plug, and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper.
Y ou whittle a pipeful off the plug as you need it— and
you ’re always sure o f fresh tobacco that bums slowly,
and smokes cool and sweet.
Convenient and economical. Doesn’t crowd your
pocket—no tobacco spilled and wasted. Try Sickle today
— your dealer sells it.
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the confidence of his animals
and
must thoroughly understand their
habits in captivity.
Owing to the
great difficulty encountered by those
who attempt to domesticate
wild
animals it is almost imperative for
the prospective mink farmer to se
cure ranch bred stock.
The high
price is more than counterbalanced
by the demand for ranch
raised
breeders at fancy prices.
According to average
statistics
taken from government reports and
other authentic sources, a three to
four hundred per cent annual in
crease is to be expected. That may
be compounded by those who do not
feel anxious to get back their origi
nal investment the first year, until
they can obtain enough breeders to
give them an independent income.
An essential of mink raising often
understimated is the furnishing of
a proper food supply.
This should
consist of live fish*, animals, frogs,
vegetables and herbs; also special
foods for the females and
young.
Judging from the present outlook we
see no reason why Maine should not
rank first in the list of fur farming
states.

POPULAR WARDENS
TO INSPECT GAME
Begun Duties Thursday Which
Marks Opening of Season
Muskrats are being bred profitably
in many sections of the country.
Considering the large
number of
Af* Industry Which Possesses Great ponds and lakes in this state and the
fact that Maine muskrats bring far
RossibiIitiles With the Lowly
better than the average price there
Animals as Well as the
is no question hut that hundreds of
men and boys could make good in
Silver Black Fox.
comes from these valuable animals.
It is always advisable to fence
The following editorial from* the
ponds as it is as essential to keep
Portland Express is of timely inter
mink and other enemies out as to
est in view of a new and important
keep the rats in. Unless a very
industry which has taken root in
large area Is enclosed it is neces
Knox county, and because of the in
sary to supplement natural food sup
teresting information of a general
ply with root vegetables.
nature which it contains.
Skunks are on.e of the easiest an
Fig leaves went out of style as
clothing many years ago and
the imals to handle and breed in cap
skins of animals at once became tivity, also one of the hardest to
very popular.
Notwithstanding the i raise profitably on a small scale.
lapse of time their popularity
has jThey are very' prolific breeders but
continuously increased. This is shown require considerable room in order to
by the fact that the price o£ furs be kept free from disease. Fencing is
should
has advanced approximately 300 per expensive as each female
have
a
separate
enclosure.
One
of
cent in the last 25 years.
The government reports issued by the most difficult phases of the bus
A pair of
the Biological Survey of the United iness is food supply.
con
States Department of Agriculture skunks and their young will
sume
a
ton
of
food
in
a
year.
Sev
and the Canadian Commission
of
Conservation show that the increas eral skunk ranches have been run
ing demand for furs and the decreas for years at phenomenal profits but
ing supi'ply make it a necessity to always where the owners had unus
food.
breed fur bearing animals in cap ual opportunities to secure
Those
who
have
an
available
food
tivity.
A fur dealer of wide re
pute who is obliged to
advertise supply can undoubtedly make large
A pre
very extensively in order to obtain profits breeding animals.
furs says that in five or ten years liminary year or two of experimen
there will be not more than a fourth tal breeding should precede any ex
to a half the wild fur
bearers there tensive venture with any fur bear
,are at the present time. Consider ers unless an experienced caretaker
ing the stimulus of high, prices and can be secured.
One of the most important and in
the improved traps and baits in use
to-day the above statement seems some ways the most important ani
mal for Maine fur far|uers is the
reasonable.
This is because of the great
The scientific breeding of silver- mink.
black foxes has developed
into a durability and beauty of their fur
very important industry in eastern and the unlimited demand. They are
'Canada and is netting millions of exceedingly hardy and are subject
Whale very
dollars annually to the Provinces of to no known disease.
wild
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and difficult to breed from the
Prince Edward Island. The few ven state, ranch, raised mink breed very
turers in this enterprise in Maine readily under proper conditions. The
have met with a degree of success posterity of one pair should number
This in
that compares favorably with that 2000 In, IJive years time.
crease
is
not
as
phenomenal
as from
attained in the above provinces and
there is no reason why Maine should fruany other small animals but when
not be getting as great an income as the great value of their fur is con
t’
provinces unless it is lack of sidered it seems that they should
enterprise on the part of Maine rank in importance with the black
The Maine coast offers
the
people.
We certainly have ideal fox.
finest
location
possible
to
obtain.
climate conditions.
Owing to the great difficulty in Climate conditions are ideal.
The highest degree of success can
breeding purposes is so great that
wild animals it was thought for be obtained only under favorable
These
are
suitable
many years that the business would conditions.
never be established on a Commer breeders, ranch raised and from very
The ranch
cial basis.
As soon as a strain dark sea coast parents.
of ranch bred foxes was
obtained must have an abundant supply of
years
the business went forward with leaps breeders in the last five
prices for breeders have increased
and bounds.
per
Fabulous profits would have re from five to eight hundred
When we consider the fact
sulted from the sale of pelts but cent.
the demand for these animals for that the average fox ranch is net
breeding puropses is so great that ting its owners better than one
live animals are bringing from two hundred per cent, per annum and
to ten times their pelt value. Ac in some cases several hundred per
cording to the report of the Canad cent we might do well to try for a
ian commissioner of
conservation share of the profits . from this bus
choice pelts bring from $1000 to iness.
$4000 each.
Notwithstanding
the pure water both for swimming and
The caretaker
fact that there has been a thousand drinking purposes.
per cent increase in the number of must be able to gain and maintain
MAINE FUR FARMING

News of the appointment of Chief
Game Wardens Frank M. Perkins of
Bradley and Ray I. Neal of Belfast
to serve as game inspectors in Ban
gor was made public in this city
Wednesday, says the Bangor Com
mercial, and was welcome informa
tion to those who are
acquainted
with the efficient and courteous sup
ervision of these two officials. They
were at the Bangor station last year,
when they succeeded in
satisfying
practically everyone except the law
breakers, and even some of them
admired the capable manner in whic
the wardens rounded them in.
Both have had long acquaintance
with game inspection work in this
state, especially Chief
Warden
Perkins, who is one of the oldest
wardens in point of
service that
Maine boasts.
Although lie is a
Republican in politic^, Mr. Perkins
knows his duties so well and is so
generally liked by men of all part
ies that he lias been kept in office
year in and year out, through, both
Democratic and Republican adminis
trations.
It is a case of the best
man to fill the place.
Chief Warden Neal is the son of
Game Commissioner Walter
Neal,
who is also a veteran in the game
service.
The younger Neal is chief
warden for Waldo and
Sagadahoc
counties, and will serve as inspec
tor here until the close of the game
season in December,
Sportsmen,, newspaper men
and
the general public find it a pleasure
to do business with these gentleman
ly inspectors.
That is why
the
announcement that they are to serve
here this year is a welcome one.
Beginning at midnight Wednesday,
the state laws allow shooting of
deer in the northern counties of the
state, and Wardens
Perkins and
Neal will go on duty at the Union
station for inspection of game.
In
all probability, there will not be any
shipments o f consequence for a
week or soj, although the hunters
may get busy sooner than
usual.
The heavy shipments of the year
start soon after November 1, when
the sportsmen have an opportunity
of getting a moose as well as a
deer.
Whether the number of sportsmen
to visit the Maine woods this year
will be larger than last or not is a
question that is interesting railroad
men, hotel and camp proprietors
at present.
The railroad men
say that the increase in license fee
from $15 to $25 kept a lot of sports
men ,away from Maine last year, al
though' it increased the gross rev
enue to the state.
This year, the
larger fee has not had the advertis
ing that it got last year, and more
sportsmen may come here.
The fact that travel to Europe
lias practically ceased may be a
factor that wiLl serve to bring more
sportsmen than ever to Maine. Many
of the tourists who ha/ve returned to
this country within the past six
weeks have plenty o f leisure, and
will naturally turn to American re
sorts for pleasure.
The
Maine

woods offers some of the best hunt
ing in the woulld, and this territory
is ’ ess than a day’s journey from
New York}, and only a feiw
hours
from Boston.
Reports from
the
Rangeleys and other
places in
Maine are to the effect that many
travelers will! visit that beauty spot
instead of going to Europe.

SEASON OPENS
AROUND MILO
Good Opportunities For the
Hunters.— Plenty of Game.

i
used by hunters.
This
hunting
ground is easily reached from Milio,
and many of the hunters from Milo
go there each year and get plenty of
game.
As for the outlook for good hunt
ing this season, if the reports be
true that those who ohave been in
the woods this summer are bringing
with them there will be an abundance
of big game tills fall.
One
man
claims to have seen four moose to
gether and that lie was able to pad
dle very close to them in his canoe.
Deer have been seen in large num,hens all over the state’s hunting ter
ritory.

As yet, not many birds have been
bagged in this section as the weath
er has been so hot that the hunters
have not been out very much, though
those who have been report birds to
“ Johnny get your gun,” and every be very plenty.—Eastern Herald.
body get your gun and go a-hunting,
for the hunting season is now on,
and there is game a-plenty in the
BIG GAME LICENSES.
woods right by here.
Just
take
your gun and start out in any direc
tion one of these fine mornings and
There are said to be more applica
you will not have to go very far be tions than usual for licenses to hunt
fore you come to good hunting ter big game in tills state which shows
ritory.
Starting from MiLo, if you that the out of state hunters are re
want a good walk in the morning, go covering to some extent from the
over on the Lake View road for about resentment whidb they apparently
three miles and then start down int felt when the License law was first
the woods to the south of the road. passed.
Just circle around to the east through
Everyone in this state will
be
this wood and you are more than like
ly to run onto a deer before
you glad that this is so for we are al
have travelled far.
This stretch ways glad to have the hunters come
of w'oods is not hunted to any ex in here for a week’s sport which is
tent and the deer are quite plenty, the best that can be found in the
We like to have them have a
especially if one has but a day
to East.
good time and as a state of course
spend in the woods.
There are so many good places we like the money that they leave
near here for hunting that it
is here.
hard to name them all.
Howiever,
But while we like to have them
take the train at the B. & R. sta come we shall probably always in
tion and gor, for instance, to Katah- sist that they pay a fair proportion
din Iron Works.
When one
gets of the cost of protecting big game.
there he is right in the midst of big If deer and moose are to continue to
game hunting, and can go in any abound in the Maine woods they must
direction and in a few minutes be on be protected during the close season
the trail of either a deer or a moose and this can only be done at a great
for both abound in the woods around expense.
Already it is said
the
K. I. Works.
cost of game wardens is nearly $50,But if one wants a longer
trip 000 a year and if there were more
teams are always at the station to wardens the deer would be afforded
But if this
take the hunter to the different greater protection still.
sporting camps that are
scattered additional expense is to be incurred
through the woods and are anywhere the out of state hunters must expect
from five to thirty miles from K. I. to contribute.
That is no
more
why
Works.
The trip to these camps is than fair and we fail to see
made by buckboard over rough roads ■they have not always looked at it
and hard, but anyone who
cares that way.
much, about hunting big game in the
The license that the state imposes
big woods of Maine won’t mind such is not a heavy one and most of
a little thing as had roads. From one
those who come to Maine to hunt can
to three days spent at any of the
well afford to pay it. Because they
camps reached from K. I. Works will
can afford it does not
necessarily
ensure one a full quota of game if b
justify it, but if they can afford
is any kind cf a hunter and has av
it and it is fair they ought to pay it
erage luck.
willingly.—Portland Press.
Another good hunting ground not
far from Milo and reached by the B.
& A. is Ebeeme pond. This pond
is fast becoming a favorite resort COL. BO O TH BY RECALLS FIRST
for Milo people.
It is very easily
“ BROILED L IV E .”
reached, being only about twelve
miles from. Milo by rail.
There ar
a large number of private cottages
Colonel Frederic E. Boothby, who
all along the pretty shore, and the for three terms was mayor of Port
Sporting Camps of F. S. Drake
are land, Maine, and for more
than
located on the pond only a
few twenty-five years the general pas
minutes’ walk from where the train senger agent of the Maine Central
stops.
Railroad, writing from his. home in
All around this pond is good hunt Waterville, Maine, to the editor of
ing, and it is an ideal place
for the National Hotel Reporter, says:
Milo people to go because one can
“ I was pained to read in your
take the train in the morning,, have issue of September 11,. an announce
a good day’s hunt and return on the ment of the serious illness of Chas.
train the same night.
E. Rector of New York, formerly of
Another good place to go is Boyd Chicago (who has since died).
lake.
This is another favorite hunt
“ I knew him well in the ‘old
ing ground for Milio people because of
its easy access.
The train leaves days’ and always visited his Chicago
the
Milo at about seven o’clock in the establishment when I was in
The first broiled lobster I
morning and it is only a few mimites city.
ride to Boyd Lake.
In the woods ever ate was partaken of at Rect
about the lake is excellent bird hunt or’s in Chicago, and lie told me at
ing, and large game is often secured the time that lie bought the lobsters
in Portland, Maine, my home city.
in this vicinity.
But if a week’s outing is desired, Broiled lobster was a revelation to
telling my
Schoodic is an ideal place.
Here me and I remember
are located camps but a minute’s friends in Maine about it upon my
walk from the B. & A. station, and return.
it is one of the best hunting ground
“At that time it was a fad to
in the state.
Beautiful
Schoodic drink clam broth, the same as other
lake is surrounded by a forest large drinks, and at the same price, name
ly of hard wood, making traveling in ly 15 cents per.
I am quite sure
the woods a pleasure.
After cov Mr. Rector told me he bought clams
ering the immediate territory about by the barrel in Portland at $4 per
the camp, the opportunities for ex barrel*, which netted Mm seven hun
cursions to other hunting grounds dred drinks at fifteen cents
each,
are numberless.
By
taking
the and besides he had the clams
to
morning train at Schoodic, the hunt serve in an edible form.”
er can reach in a very short time
any one of a dozen places all equal
ly good hunting, and spend as much
ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS
of the day as a man usually cares
Saddles $3.00 up Army Revolvers $1.05 np
Bridles
.90 “
B -L K ifies
.98
tc spend in the woods and return to
Team Harness 21.85 “ “ S w o rd s •
B
e
gg
in
gs,
p a ir c *15 “
“ 7 Shot Carbine 8.50 *'
Schoodic that night.
Tents • . , ij 2.85 “ N e v r Uniforms » 1.50 04
The region all about Sebec lake
[ Colts Cal. 45 Revolver $7.15. Ctgs. 1c each. 15
Acres Government Auction Bargains illustrated
is a good hunting ground.
At
a
and described in 420 large page wholesale and|
retail cyclopedia catalogue, mailed 25 cents
number of convenient places there
East and 30 cents West of the M ssissippi ft'vor.j
are camps on the lake that may be Francis Bannerm an, 501 Broadway. Now York
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THE
ten; E. F. Fowler, Patten;
H. T H E R O Y A L M O N TH AN D
R O Y A L DISEASE.
P. Gardner, Patten; F. R. Bailey,
Patten; F. A. Fowler, Nor cross; Al
ISSUED WEEKLY
fred Hanson, Kingman; Jos. M. Pat
Sudden changes of weather are espe
ten, Springfield; S. M.
Hodgkins, cially trying, and probably to none
J. W . B r a c k e tt C o .
Enfield; G. E. Lawrence, West Se- more so than to the scrofulous and con
Phillips, Maine
bois; M. M. Tracy, Stacyville; E. A. sumptive. The progress of scrofula
duriug a normal October is commonly
Weatberbee, Lincoln; Ira D. East great. We never think of scrofula—
L. B. BRACKETT,
man, Old Town; W. C. Mutty, Old its bunches, cutaneous eruptions, and
Business Manager
Town; W. Herbert St. .John,, Millln- wasting of the bodily substance- with
out thinking of the great good many
or.ket; E. J. Mathews, Masardis.
sufferers from it have derived from
OUTING EDITION
Piscataquis County—C. A. Judkins, Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whose radical and
$1.00 per year
Kineo; F. C. N. Parke, Greenville permanent cures of this one disease are
LOCAL EDITION
Jet.; R. W Kittredge, Greenville Jet. enough to make it the most famous
12 and 16 p a g e s ....................................$ L.55 per year
B. M. Packard, Sebec Lake; J. H. medicine rn the world. There is prob
Canadian,^Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
ably not a city or town where Hood’s
Holden,, Sctboodiic; W. I. Hamilton, Sarsaparilla has not proved its merit in
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Kokadjo; T. B. Snow, North
East more homes than one, in arresting and
p cents extra.
Ca^ry; C, E. Herrick,
Brownville; completely eradicating scrofula, which
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
John Scales, Guilford; W. L. Earley, is almost as serious and as much to be
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
feared as its near relative—consump
Guilford; W. T. Pollard,
Foxcroft; tion.
■
________
the A c t of March 3. 1879,
Mrs. A. L. Green, K. I. W .; Roy M.
Hescock), Monson; E. F. Drew, OnaTbeiMainelWoods thoroughly covers the entire
wa; A. J. Wilson, Moosebead.
of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Campuar and Outing news, and the Franklin county
Sagadahoc County—Fred A. Willis,
cally.
Bath.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
Somerset County—H. P. McKenney
and game photographs from its readers.
DEALERS IN
Jackman; Holden Bros., Jackman;
When ordering the address of your paper
Changed, please give the old as well as new
Fred Henderson, Jackman; E.
A.
ddresa.
H| nderson, Jackman; P. M. Trippi,
Flag
Driving a Motor Car Over the Bouquet Canyon Siphon of the Loe Angeles Jackman; John B. Carville,
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1914
staff; A. P. Wing, Flagstaff; J. G.
Aqueduct
Harlow, Flagstaff; L. O. Wing, Flag
A feat that called for not a little the machine skidding over the side. staff; C. E. Wing Flagstaff; M. J.
nerve was performed when an automo The trip would not have been so diffi Manr, Somerset Jet.; E. A. Boothbile enthusiast recently drove his car cult of accomplishment were the man, Skinner; E. H. Caswell, Bing
up the siphon of the Los Angeles aque course of the aqueduct level, but in
ham; E. W. Moore,. Bingham; W. H.
duct, across Bouquet canyon. He made many places a grade of ten per cent
day, with a lot of salmon fingerlings to
the trip of one mile in good time and had to be negotiated, and there It was Bean, Gerard; J. E. Wilson, Holeb;
be planted down around East Machias.
without mishap, but it required a no simple task to keep the machine on M. P. Colbath, Seboomook; Hervey E
George, as is well known, has been
the
excessively
crowned
roadway.
Harlow,
Dead
River;
Harry
M.
Pierce
steady hand and a cool head to keep a
In our issue of September 17 there perfect balance astride the big tube. From the size of the tui>e, as shown in Spencer; B. A. Laxson, Lake Moxie; traveling with a circus during the past
T. three or four years and has won much
was an interesting article on the A slight swerve, particularly where a the illustration, a fall from the top W. J. Holway, Tlhe Forks; F.
would be disastrous.—Scientific Amer Wheaton,, Mosquito; Frank J. Dur- success. He was obliged to return
White Pine, by Miss Agnes
L. heavily riveted joint broke the smooth
ican.
gin, The Forks; Rockwood
Store, home a few weeks ago because of get
Scott of Winter Hill, Mass.
Miss surface, would have a tendency to send
ting kicked by a bucking broncho,
Rockwrood.
Scott has contributed another arti
Waldo County—Horace
Cbenery, which ran amuck into a crowd of spec
cle,, “ Home Forestry,” which we are
tators and which he endeavored to
Belfast.
sure will be of interest to all who
read it, and which will appear in our
Wasiiingtop County—Mr. W.
C. head off. The broncho was headed off
next issue.
In a private note to the
Myrick, East Machias; W. B. PIoar all right, but George received injuries
Editor she says:
Grand Lake Stream; W. G.
Rose, in his side and shoulders that made it
“ I thank you most sincerely for
Grand Lake Stream; W. D. Whitney,, necessary for him to come back to
your interest in my crude attempt
Machias; H. B. Sprague, Pembroke; Maine for awhile.
Hearing that he was in Bangor, the
to arouse the interest of the citizens
Following are some of the game \ s
Mrs. F. O. Keith, Cooper; Thos. Mc
in country towns to care for and to receipts at Bangor:
fish
and game commissioners vvrnte and
Cullough; Calais; Mrs. Geo. W. Rose,
1 deer
improve the pine woodlands.
This Victor King, Augusta,
Vanceboro;
A. Johnson, Princeton asked him if he could distribute a few
is only a beginning, but, for years Edward Burns, Orono,
1 deer
F. B. Larner, Princeton; H. C. Tup- thousand salmon fingerlings east of
1 deer
I have wanted to awaken the people W. Lutes, Old Town,,
per, Topsfield, A. K. P. Dakin, Brook- Bangor, and while here on his vacation
1
to the importance of caring for D. Thibadeau, Augusta,
The State Commission of Inland ton; Mrs. W. L. Hodgkins, Lambert he has taken up this work as a special
the pines. For several years I lived W. H. Jones & Co., Boston, 1
Fisheries and Game announced Wed
Lake; C. H. Osgood,. Danforth; Geo. game warden. George is also to distri
in a small town, and every year I William Cooper, Milo,
1
nesday afternoon the list of agents
E. Foss, Danfvrth; E.
McFarland, bute some fish in Tunk pond.
saw the woodlands destroyed and Fred C. N. Parks, Greenville,
all over the state for the sale of
Charles E. Darling of Enfield, super
Forest Station; L. C. Haycock, Cluerthe landscape becoming denuded of
1
hunting licenses.
These licenses
Jet.,
ryfield; F. G. Buc-knam*. Harrington. intendent of the Coldstream hatchery,
woods and worse,, the waste heaps R E. Pineo, MiLo,
1
also be procured at any time by
York County—B. A. Parker, North was in Bangor, Monday, with a ship
following the lumber oeprations were Edward McLeod, Boston,
1
sending application and fee to the Berwick.
ment of 5,000 salmon fingerlings, des
left on the ground, to feed fires. Charles S. Cook, Jr., Boston* 1
fish and game commissioners, Augus
tined for Branch pond. Mr. Darling
Non-Residents—-P.
R.
Robinson,
Every summer we had serious fires F. M. West & Co., Boston,
1
ta, Me., on receipt of wihich license
states that during the next ten days
New
York,
15-17
Warren
St.;
L.
Dana
1
to fight, one time it threatened to George W. Parks, Bangor,
will be sent to any desired address.
about 60,000 fish will be sent out to
Chapman,
Boston,
374
Washington
wipe the little settlement of homes Perley A. Gay, Augusta,
1
Following is the list of agents as an
lakes and ponds of eastern Maine for
St.;
Wkn.
Reed
&
Sons,
Boston,
1077
Nothing has ever been done j ^ b . Augut, Providence,
2
out
nounced Wednesday:
Washington St.; Ivor Johnson Sport distribution.
to remedy the evils.
This <?xPei*-; Mrs. Nellie Ramsdell, Boston, 2
Aroostook county—B. F. Spencer, ing Goods Co., Boston, 155 Washing
Some of these will be distributed as
ienoe has made such an impression, L H Moulton Augusta
1
St. Pamphile, P. Q., Can.; F. W. ton St.; Kirkwood Bros., Boston.. 23 follows: Flanders pond, 3,000 salmon;
that I did so want to do something |w il,Mam j aSon ’ Mixler, Boston, 1
Austin*, Fort Kent Mills; R.
C. Elm St.; Robert Smith, Boston, 775 Indian pond, 2,000; White’s pond, in
to arouse the
citizens to the Forest A. Rogers, Boston,
Browm, Quimby; J. E, Tarbell, SSmyr- Federal St.
the town of Penobscot, 2,000; Long
danger of destroying woodlots, which John A, McKeil, South
na Mills; Libby Bros., Oxbow}
( pond, Mount Desert and Southwest
means only an incurable loss to the
Brewer,
Webster, Ashland; H. B. Bartlett &
Harbor, 5,000; Farrow lake, Topsfield,
owners.
If I have had the oppor. H©nry K Davle> Boston,
Co., Ashland; Elmer E.
Churchill,
3,000,
tunity to study the element of forest-j Tbos Harrison, Borden town,.
Houlton; W. J. Donahue, Sherman;
“ Uncle” John Bowden, Who was
ry, so as to be able to convince the
N. J.,
H. R. Pipes*, Presque Isle; H.
E
game warden at the Bangor station a
citizens of spnall towns of the vital R. Erickson, Dover,
|Coffin, Portage; H. Gantnier, Bene
few years ago, Was d Visitor to Bangor,
importance to look out for their Mr. and Mrs. Wingate Cram,
j dicta; F. B. Staples, Wytopitloek;
Monday, from his horne town of Han
woodlands' perhaps I would do a little
Boston,
[ E P. Knight, Macwalioc; Geo.
H
cock.—Bangor Commercial.
Vvork.
However, as it is, I wild Ezra H. Connell,, Scranton,
Donham, Island Falls; John A. Ten
try and send out to country papers A. O. VanDerwort, Boston,
1
ney„ Rockabema; F. E. Ames, Mac
my little mites and perhaps, in time,
2
Pa.,
Many Sought Position.
w’ahoc; S. WesseJI, Madawaska; A
someone may start the ball rolling.” P H. Warren, Scranton, Pa. , 2
The French poor law department re
M. Frazier, Monticello.
2
Mrs. J. Bridges, Bangor,
cently advertised for ten inspectors to
Cumberland county—D. W. Stanley
J. L. Richardst, Sebceds,
1 bear
call at Paris theaters and check the re
ceipts so as to make sure that the
MAINE C E N T R A L
RAILROAD'S Hyde WTieeler, Boston,
2 bear Sebago Lake; Geo. E. Cushman, Port
Hunting is bad in the woods these taxes due to the department were cor
A. H. Wheeler,
1 bear. land, 223 Spring street; Edwards &
EARNINGS SHOW AD V A N C E
Walker Co., Portland.
days caused by the large quantity of rectly calculated. The number of ap
OVER PREVIOUS YEAR.
Franklin county—D. B.
Swett, dead leaves that have fallen during the plications for these posts was 7,126.
Weld; E. B. Taylor, Eustis; E. F. past three or four days.
Walking
MAINE H U N T E R S K IL LIN G BEARS
Look, Eustis; E. H. Lowell, Haines among these leaves causes a rustling
Matter of Fact.
Landing; G. W. Pickel, Rangeley; sound that can be detected for a long
The report of the Maine Central
“I say, Wilkins, I can’t get any speed
Geo. M. Esty, Rangeley; J. K. Viles distance by the deer, who are fright out of that car you sold me. I thought
Railroad Company for the year end
Black bear appears to be more & Son., Tim; G. D. Vose, Kingfield; ened away before the hunter can get you said ySu were arrested six times
ing June 30, 1914, shows that the to
plenty than deer on the train into D. O. Blackwell, Round
in it?” "So 1 was, for obstructing
Mountain; j anywhere near them.
tal operating revenue of the company
Bangor from the game regions. Three Hemon Blackwell, Dallas; J.
E. j However the season may turn out as the traffic.”
for the fiscal period was $11,685,968,
fairly large bears were shipped to Wilcox, Kennebago; Kennebago Hotel' to deer and moose and it looks very
as compared with $11,331,406 for the
Boston markets Monday and hunters Co., Kennebago; Henry Hughey, Low good for a large number of these anim
A Secret-keeper.
year previous.
Total net revenue
say that the animals are numerous in elltown; E. H. Jones, Stratton; E. als to be killed this year, it is certain
One of the finest secret-keepers on
was $3,148,382, against $3,044,014, and
the woods this year.
H. Grose, Stratton; E. G. Gay, Al- that if the present rate continues a new record was an Irishman, a prisoner of
the gross corporate income of
the
_______
leu’s
Mills; R. B. Taylor,
Dead record will be set up for the number of ’98, who was captured with a comrade.
company was $2,965,475,,
against
He told the officer in command that
|River.
$2,782,255, for 1913.
bear shot this season. It is claimed by he could make very important disclos
An
Immense
grey
eagle
Which
was
|
Hancock
county—F.
W.
Thompson,
the wardens that this is due to the ures, but that he dared not do so as
The net corporate income for the
Bar warm weather of the past, few days
year was $1,348,,060, as compared mounted hy G. H. Hoxie of Foxoroft, Bar Harbor; E. A. Graham,
long as the other man lived, since his
with $1,118,543.
The profit
and is on exhibition in C. A. Kimball's Harbor; L. F. Giles, Ellsworth; F. which has coaxed the bear into wander life would not be worth a day’s pur
loss surplus of the company on June auction rooms, Auburn. This magni A. Foster, Northwest Harbor; A. E. ing through the wood where they have chase if that other managed to es
30, 1914, was $3,136,288,, against $3,- ficent specimen, wliitclh hiad a wing Mace, Aurora.
fallen easy victims to the hunter’s cape. The officer presently cleared
spread o f seven feet, was shot in
Kennebec county—E. S. Norcross*. skill.
that difficulty out of the way; where
148,484 on June 30, 1913.
Parkjmnn, about a year ago, by 12- Winthrop; R. C. Taylor, Oakland;
Hunters who make a business of kil upon the prisoner said: "Now shoot
year-old Howard Kimball, a relative E. A. Bean, Belgrade Lakes; F. D. ling bears are reaping a good profit, as me as soon as you please; I knew he’d
of C. A. Kimball.
It is against the Thwing, Belgrade Lakes;
Permanent Muscular Strength
A.
M. the Boston wholesale houses buy the peach.”
cannot exist where there is not law to sihoot this species of bird in Spaulding, North Belgrade.
carcasses and will take all they can getblood strength.
Young nine givihg this state but the condition under
A Missing Man.
Lincoln county— w . G. Hodgkins, Many black bear are being killed in the
“What
has
become of the old-faBhattention to muscular
development which this one was killed justified Damariiscotta.
Portland section.
ioned man,” asks the Cincinnati En
The boy saw the
great
should bear this in mind.
Hood’s the act.
Oxford county—Chas. E. Grant,
A big black bear went through to quirer, “who used to wear a yard of
Sarsaparilla gives blood strength and eagle in the top of a tree and at Upper Dam; E. F. Coburn, Middle Boston, Wednesday, consigned to Hyde
crape on bis hat?” Perhaps he’s mar
once noted that it had been caught Dam; A. W. Hart, Wilson’s Mills;
builds up the whole system.
Wheeler Co. from Enfield. Although ried again.—Toledo Blade.
in a trap,, could not release itself Stanley Bisbee, Rumford; A. P. Basthe bear are quite numerous in the
from iit but had flown into the to p sett* Norway; Chas. P. Gray, Frye- woods they are not plentiful enough to
Where He Drew the Line.
of the tree with the trap clinging burg; Seth W. Fife, Fryeburg; F. O.
be a nuisance. A bear can be shot at
Suburban Resident—It’s simply find
There was no other w*ay! Godwin, Upton; J. L. Howard, Rid’ Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also to him.
any time in Maine as there is no law to wake up in the morning and hear
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above to relieve the bird of its suffering
lonviille; E. Lester Jones, East Stone- protecting him.
named animals at all times of year. Write or
the leaves whispering outside your
wire what yon have to olfer, stating lowest othe" than to shoot it.
The fisih ham.
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
George W. Ross, who was a game window. City Man— It’s all right to
and game commission, when notified,
me for prices and information before buying.
Penobscot county—S. L. Crosby warden in Washington county for sev
hear the leaves whisper, but I never
M. F. STEVENS.
relieved the hoy of any blame for Co., Bangor; Penobscot Exchange,
Dover, Maine
eral years, and also a deputy sheriff for could stand hearing the grass mown.
Tel. 64.15
his act.
Bangor;
D. L. Armstrong*. Pat- that county, was in Bangor, Wednes- —Tit-Bits.

M AINE W O O D S

STUNT

THAT TOOK NERVE

E. S. KINGSLEY & SON
STRONG, - MAINE

Meats, Hides and
Livestock

All Meats First Class Quality and
Prices Right

AN APPEAL TO SAVE
iTHE WOODLANDS

LIST OF AGENTS
GAME RECEIVED
AT BANGOR - TO SELL LICENSES
Announced By The Fish And
Game Commissioners

DEAD LEAVES
HINDER HUNTING

The Receipts for Game Over the
State, Small.

FOXES W AN TED

j

I

M AIN E

CLASSIFIED

i grounds, and supplies the
deputy
NOTES FROM
EXHIBIT FISH
game wardens to tend the exhibit
|and supervise its construction. The
association furnishes the sipace
ALL AROUND
AND GAME Ij fair
in the exhibit hall and the tanks for

ma
Ln-

Miss Cornelia T. Crosby the Maine
Woods correspondent, who has been
spending the summer at the Rangeleys, returned to Phillips this week
and expects to spend most of the
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
winter at her home, St. Anthony’s
•ale In Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
Cottage on Pleasant street.
Morrison.
Two New York ladies, Mrs. Frank
Condon
and sister, Miss Weeks are
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Irish Set
ter puppies.
Beautiful
specimens. for several weeks hoarding a.% the
Apply or write, E. J. Brown, Strat Elmwood, PMllipsi, and express them
selves as greatly pleased with this
ton, Maine.
region.
M IS C E LL A N E O U S
ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for
information of the thief who broke
into Camp Whitney on
Richardson
Lake this spring.
Apply to
Mr.
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond
•treet, Dorchester, Mass.

EUSTIS
.
October 5.
We have been having some
fine
weather here reoently.
It snowed
here a little one day last week and
Mt. Bigelow was white with snow
at the top.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gordon and Jim
Thompson of Farmington visited Mrs
E. A. Gordon Sunday. October 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Durrell came out
from Arnold Pond Camps recently.
Air. and Mrs. George Douglass hav
*come out from Chain of ponds where
they have been working all summer.
He has been guiding and she lias
been working at the sporting camps.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Miller of Madi
son recently visited relatives in
town.
Mrs. Annie Slmart and
daughter
Georgia and son Lloyd have gone to
Arnold Pond Camps to stay
this
winter.
-Miss JNettie Bemis of Stratton re
cently visited Mrs. Georgia Ricker
a few' days.
Mrs. Frank Cox has returned home
from down river where she has been
visiting.
Blaine S. Viles of Augusta was in
town recently on business.
Some of those wiho attended the
fair at Farmington were Mr. and
Mrs. Eddison Sylvester, Airs. A. L.
Taylor, Will Stubbs, Mrs. E. A, Gor
don and Tom Lander.
Mrs. Irbin Woodman has returned
to her home in Stetson after visiting
at Airs. Smart’s for a few weeks.
Airs. Edd Look has returned home
from Massachusetts, where she went
to visit her sister.
Charles Smart has gone to Far- 1
mington to visit his mother, Airs. J.
5V. Withee.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green and
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Viles of Skowhegan have gone to the Jim Pond
camps for a few days.
Will Stubbs and Mrs. E. A. Gordon
have returned home from the
Farfcaington fair.
They also visited Mr.
Stubbs’ daughter, Mertie at Canton
Point and his brother, Steve at Can
ton.
Mrs. Wayne Fletcher has shot a
deer since open season.
Mrs. Carrie Alarden and two child
ren are visiting Mrs. Alark Daggett.
/

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light pil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
.
11
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
"find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.
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MAKE HEALTH FIRST ORDER

j

0 » e cent a word in advance.
No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
chine. In first class condition.
tuire at Main© Woods office.

WOODS, PHILLIPS,

Miniature Aquariums and Pens of
Wild Birds Attract Much
Interest at Fairs

j the fish and cages for the birds. At
Iall the fairs at which these exhibits
; have been shown they have proved
the best of drawing features, and it
is probable that another year will
see practically every fair association
in the state providing for these in
teresting and instructive exhibits.

Prevention of Disease Always Better
Than Cure, and as a General
Thing, Much Easier.
Think health.
Keep your thoughts on a level of
health, which means harmony. This
does not mean that you are to disre
gard signals of physical distress if
they appear. If your head aches, as
certain the cause, whether it is nerve
or liver, stomach or the cause too in
frequently understood—eyestrain,
Then correct the trouble.
Head
ache is not a disease, but a symptom,
and for that reason Tt “is folly to take
so-called headache powders. Try first
rest and complete relaxation; induce
circulation by exercise. You cannot
think clearly if your liver is out of
working order and your circulation is
sluggish.
The law of health is the law of pre
vention.
Keep well, and obviously,
there will be no need for cures. A
few simple rules conscientiously ad
hered to should be sufficient to keep a
healthy mind in a healthy body, and
the first of these rules is “ modera
tion.” Practice it at all times. If the
mind Is overburdened with mental
food, brain fag, and its long list of
diseases, may follow; if the body is
overworked, nervous prostration or
some one of a thousand maladies may
ensue.
In this climate and this age of rush
and worry there are few who do not
need occasional aid to keep the body
in condition so that the mental facul
ties may be assured of free play. A
glass of water with a few drops of
lemon juice in it before breakfast,
with a salt-spoon of salt added, is an
excellent suggestion; a laxative when
the liver is out of order is another.
Aside from these, withlfresh air and
a reasonable amount of directed exer
cise any person ought to be able
to keep oh the plane of good physical
and mental balance which spells
health.—Pittsburgh Dispatch.

-A new feature at many of the
F L Y ROD’S N O T E BOOK.
country fairs that at, this season of
the year are flourishing in all sec
(Continued from page one).
tions of the state is the exhibit of
I
: | ! '•" f : ! •
the fish and game commission. Ex * • \
It.
weaves
around
my fancy and it
hibits of live fish and game birds,
tangles up my brain,
furnished by the commission,
have
And my fchots go wandering, wand
The following party of North An been shown or will be shown at mar ering,
like a truaivt back
to
than
half
a
dozen
fairs
this
year,
son people coming in three Mitchejll
Alain e,
cars motored across the country Sun and plans for a much larger number Where the dark pines seem to beck
day, Mr. and Airs. Gould A. Porter, of the exhibits next year are be
on standing grimily on the slbore;
Miss Nellie Porter, Mr. and Mrs. ing made by the fish and game com
’Tis the thunder of the old sluice,
many
H. S. Bisbee, Mr. and Airs. W. B. mission and the officials of
it is calling me once moire.
The fairs
Brown, H. H. Alarston, Airs. Mary of the fair associations.
Alarston,, John. AI. Gilcbell,
Aliss even in the sparsely-settled section I can see its foaming rapids leaping
Ada L. Abbott.
They dined
at of the state, are attended by large
upward to the sky,
numbers of people, and the exhibits
the Elmwood and then spent some
And my blood stirs strangely in me
will
acquaint
a
larger
number
of
time at St. Anthony’s Cottage,
the
as in answer to its cry;
Porters being cousins of Miss Cor people with the fish and game re I can see its mighity eddies curling
sources
of
the
state
and
the
work
nelia T. Crosby.
backward dark and cool,
of the commission than almost
any
And the chafing, fretting currents
other form of publicity. 'The exhibits
of the ever restless pool.
Air. and Airs. Amos Ellis of Bald have varied in size according to the
Alountain Carnjps, Air. and Mrs. B. space available and the resources of
E. Kimball of Haines Landing
and the various fair associations. One of And somewhere from its
pulsing
Bert Cooms of Alountain View were the largest exhibits was at
heart beneath its swirling tide,
the
callers in town Friday on their re Worcester fair.
I know the salmon leaps again, the
Another large ex
turn from an auto trip of
several hibit was shown at Great Barrington
lusty “ square tails’’ hide;
days at Farmington.
Air.
Ellis The Amherst, Palmer, Greenfield and I know the reels are swinging there,
closed the camps last week after the Cummington fairs had or will have
I see the colored flies,
best season he has had since he was exhibits of varying size, and a large
Shoot out across the waters where
proprietor.
Air. Kimball
thinks cue will also be staged at the North
in the sunset dies.
the tourists at the Rangeleys have ampton fair.
The new fair at Ware
joined the “ Boom Maine” movement, has also arranged an exhibit.
And then a “ rise” and then a
judging by the hundreds of
photo
“ strike,” a leap into1the air
A typical exhibit consists of glass
graphs of the region he has develop
A flash of silver shooting up with
aquarium tanks containing specimen
ed for them this summer.
in the yellow glare;
of the game fish that inhabit
the
A bending rod, a gallant fight, a
waters of the state. Both fingerlings
PRISONER IN CHURCH TOWER
“ record” in the net.
Air. and Airs. Fred V. Berry and and adults of the salmon, white and
Will
coming
years
e'er
cloud
my
daughter, Helen, of Roberts street, yellow perch, trout and smelt familie
English Clergyman Put in Many
mind that I should e’er forget?
Portland, have returned from a stay are shown. The tanks are of ample
Lonely Hours Before His Plight
(with the Herbert I. Allens at their size to show the fish to advantage an
Became Known to His Flock.
camp at Weld.
Air. and Mrs. Al under conditions that are very sirni The night wind in the tree tops is
whispering to me,
len came as far as Lewiston
with 'ar to the natural environment
A remarkable adventure recently be
of
It
coons the songs of summer in a fell the Rev. Paulus Ashkenazie in the
them uopn their return and are to the fish.
The birds, of whioh the
plantive melody,^
lonely church at Ulrome, on the Holdremain for a visit with Airs. Allen’s exhibited varieties ihclude
wild
It
winds
its arms around me with erness coast of Yorkshire, England,
people.
They are not to go South geese, pheasants, wood, mallard, tea
of which he is the vicar. He had
caresses soft and low,
this winter, as has been their cus and black ducks and wild
turkeyst,
clambered up,a long ladder into the
But
another
voice
is
calling,
call
tom, but will take an apartment in are shown in a large flying
cage
church tower with the object of Inves
ing—I
tuust
go.
Portland, and this news will
be measuring 12 by 24 feet.
A pond is
tigating the upper chamber, but on his
greeted with delight by their host provided for the ducks, and
they
attempting to get down again a rung
Dr.
Harper
and
his
mother
ace
of friends.
Air. and Airs. Berry swim about them.
snapped and he was unable to de
Even more can
are to start to-day for a motor trip be done in the case of the birds than most welcome guests in summer at scend. He tried to attract the vil
Upper
Dam
and
no
doubt
the
skill
and
lagers’ attention by tolling the church
to Boston.
the fish to imitate the natural sur
practice of the Doctor will yet be bell, but, though many villagers won
roundings.
The duck pond is set
rewarded and lie will bring to net a dered why the bell tolled persistent
with ferns and rocks, so it is no
“ record."
Here is hoping so.
C. H. Riggs of Gree-nfield, a bus
ly for three hours until late in the
wonder that the ducks feel quite at
afternoon, no one investigated the
iness visitor in Old Town, Alonday
morning, going by team, reports that home.
I' am home again friends, and the matter.
The educational value of these latch string is out, and I hope b e -;
At last the vicar in desperation
big game is plentiful in his section
and states that on his way to the exhibits is very great. Few people fore the winter has come’ and gone, j broke off a wooden bar of the tower
know I shall have the pleasure of greeting | window, and, tying a white handker
city a large bull moose crossed the aside from active hunters
chief to it, waved it out of the win
road in front of his team at a point even the more common wild birds many readers of the Alaine W ools.
dow. A farm servant later noticed the
and
fishes
by
sight,
and
sometimes
near Half-Way brook, disappearing
distress signal and summoned the vil
men who have hunted for many sea
into the bushes.
lage carpenter, who with some diffi
sons make foolish mistakes in iden
culty effected the vicar’s rescue.
tifying their quarry.
At the exhibit
Harry Vinal of Caribou recently it is far easier to gain what might
His Objection.
found a porcupine sitting upon his b called a speaking acquaintance
“Generally run down, sir?” queried
front doorstep when be returned horn with the birds than it is in the field,
the druggist. “ Slightly seedy and want
about 6 o ’clock in the evening. Air. where the creatures are out of sight
L. W. Jordan, of Ellsworth, caught a a good toning up?”
Vinal got a gun and the porcupine at almost the first hint of human
The pale faced customer nodded.
fox
in his furnace this morning. Oh,
intrusion.
probably soon thought that the Euro
“ Well, I’ve the very thing for you—
pean war was nothing compared with
To add to the value of the exhibit, no; this is no joke! It is a fact! He Jenkins’ Juvenator. Three doses a day
the one that then took place in the deputy game wardens of
the heard a noise in the furnace—a scratch and more if necessary. Fifty a bot
Caribou.
districts in which the fairs are held ing noise. He says the “ devil” always tle.”
“ No, thanks,” said the pale patient.
are on duty during the entire time was in that furnace, ” and this morning
It
“But, my dear sir, it’s the rage of
the exhibit is shown.
They answer he thought he had him, sure.
Three deer were seen near Orland any question about the birds*
and turned out to be Mansel Young’s pet the day. Jenkins’ Juvenator is the
corner about a half mile down lower the fish and the game laws that may fox, which had escaped in the night greatest discovery of modern medi
Alain street, Alonday morning.
he asked them.
As all the
game and crawled into Mr. Jordan’s furnace cine. It’s the rage of the season.
Every one is rejuvenating, you might
wardens are experienced woodsmen, by way of the cold-air box.—Ellsworih
say.”
American.
they are able to give a great deal of
“Yes, but I think I’d rather try
Chief Engineer Paul D. Sargent of information that is of value to the
something else,” replied the customer.
the state highway department left novice.
Copies of the fish
and SAY H U N T E R S S T A R T E D A R G YL E
"Nonsense,” pressed the chemist.
Tuesday for a tour of inspection of game laws, in abbreviated and con
F O R E S T FIRE.
“ I tell you, Jenkins’ Juvenator will
state roads and state aid highways cise form), are available at each of
have more effect on you in a single
in Cumberland county.
Argyle, Oct. 5.
the exhibits for distribution.
day than any other medicine could
The •exhibits are also o f great
Hunters ai'e credited with, having hi*ye in a month. It cures everything
from coughs to corns. What’s your
Charles Kinsman and Blaine Owen value iu getting people of the state started the forest fire which lias
since objection to it?”
acquainted with the work of propaga been burning in this town
of Augusta returned Tuesday from a
“ Why, nothing, only I’m Jenkins.”
tion of fish and game that is car Oct. 1.
The flames started in the
short bunting trip at Jackman and
ried on by the fish and game com northwest corner of Argyle, near the
vicinity, bringing home a fine spec
mission.
When they see the
live Edinburg line, and swept southward
One Theory Exploded.
imen of a doe, and a handsome brae
Wars have no influence on the weath
fish and birds their first question through hog and burnt laud for a
of partridge.
is, “ Where do they"come from?” The distance of about four miles, making er, says Weather Forecaster Bliss, in
spite of what we have always believed
game warden in attendance then can a path a mile wide.
•
about
thunderstorms and the Fourth
On Sunday, they reached the green
Paul Young of Waterville was a tell them about the state fish hatch
of July. Any weather prophet of the
ery
at
Palmer,
that
is
producing
mil
growth,
hut.^were
cheeked
by
a
crew
visitor at the fish and game depart
old school worth the name will sagely
lions of fry and fingerlings annually cf 50 fire fighters.
There was no tell you that the Fourth of July al
ment in Augusta Tuesday.
for the ponds and rivers and brooks water nearer than four miles
and ways winds up with a grand display of
of the state, or of the game farm at the 'men beat at the flames
with nature’s own fireworks, an electrical
o brush and cloths.
The fire fighters storm, caused by the explosion of gun
Fred H. Welch and Harry W. Wilbrahajn, where thousands
Welch of Corinna have returned home young game birds, that are distribut continued their work Monday and it powder. The old-fashioned rainmakers
from a hunting trip, bringing with ed to all parts of the state, so that was thought the fire was under con of grandfather’s*day put their trust in
cannon when they wanted water for
the fishing and hunting, in spite of trol.
them four deer.
the crops. It is an interesting theory,
the rapidly increasing population of
the state, continues to improve year
Hunters are longing for a little Forecaster Bliss admits, but has no
basis in fact. Records at the local
Taiking About Skill.
by year.
rain to dampen the piles of leaves
Son (a golf enthusiast)—“You must , Considering the value of the ex- that have fallen in the woods dur weather bureau from the time it was
organized disprove the theory that
acknowledge, father, that it requires
|hibits, the cost is trifling. The state ing the past week making it noisy there are more thunderstorms July 4
a great deal of skill to drive a ball
Deer than at any other jtime.
supplies to walk in among the trees.
100 yards.” Old Farmer—“ Rubbish! |fish and game commission
are
easily
frightened
away
under
I
the
fish
and
birds,
pays
the
cost
of
It don’t require half as much skill as
Itheir transportation to the
fair- these circumstances.
it does to drive a pig 50 feet.”

NEW TRAP FOR
CATCHING FOXES

MAINE

BIG GAME
IS PLENTIFUL
Lots of Deer, Birds. Etc., In the
Great Woods

WOODS,

The use of dogs, jack lights, arti
ficial lights, snares and traps is pro
hibited in hunting moose, caribou or
deer.
Moose and deer cannot be
sold or given away to be taken out
of this state.
Residents must buy
license to take a bull moose out of
the state.
Resident® 'must identify
all shipments of game at insfpection
stations. ■ Any citizen of
Maine
who has lawfully killed a deer or
moose may ship it to his home or
a hospital on payment of a tag, for
a moose $5, and for a deer $2. One
lumber camp must not have or use
over six deer in one season. There
is a bounty of $4 for bob cat,
loupcervier and Canada lynx.
Any
person may lawfully kill any wild
animal, other than beaver, or any
wild bird found destroying his prop
erty.
Non-resid'emt license fees for hunt
ing deer and moose cost $25, for
wbicth one moose and two deer may
he taken.
Residents may kill one
moose and two deer.
The federal law prohibiting the
shooting of woodcock went off Octo
ber 1, and it is now lawful to
take these birds.
While partridge
are reported as being plentiful lo
cally, woodcock have not yet
been
found in any great numbers, partly
owing to the dry condition of their
usual feeding grounds and partly be
cause there has been no cold weath
er and no hard storm® to send the
flights along.
The covers are also
very thick at present, which
also
protect the birds.
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tion of state lands at a more rapid
rate; to solve the problem of the
taxation of forest lands to encour
age the growing of more trees in
the farmer’® woodiots and on waste
and denuded lands; to have
the
state furnish trees at cost to any
body, anywhere in the state;
to
have the constitution changed so as
to authorize the leasing of
camp
sites and the utilization of ripe and
dead timber in the state forest pre
serves; to stop the pollution of all
waters in the state; to increase the
supply of fish and game, so as to
afford more sport for the sportsmen
and cheaper food for the consumer;
and, to harmonize the interrelated
interests of the sportsmen and the
farmers.—<M. H. Hoover in
The
Game Breeder.

I

try
near Sodavilile, Nev.
Im
mediately after the shot his curios
ity prompted the marksfman to look
at a rock which, had been broken by
the bullet after it had passed through
the snake’® head, and the assays of
thd® rock run upward of $150 a ton
in gold and nine hundred ounces of
silver.

P R O S E C U TIO N S

RECENTLY

RE-

PORTED.

Chief Game Warden Hbward Wood
of Greenville has reported to the
State Commissioners of Inland Fish
eries and Game the payment of a
fme of $40 by John Gilbert of Sheri
At the present time there
are dan for having deer meat in pos
2500 tons of ore in sight projecting session in closed season at camp at
about the surface of the surrounding Millemegassett lake.
country, which is included in
the
Chief Game Warden F. E. Jorgen
country staked cut by Noble.
son
of Northern Aroostook county
Fishing for rattlers in the moun
tains near San Bernardino, Cal., is reported the payment of a fine of
good’.
Ttwo anglers fishing along a $80 and costs amounting to $31.20 by
stream in the region of Big Bear Jaimes Piper Taliaferto of Jackson
Lake disturbed two rattlers in a hole ville, Fla., for killing two deer
in the rocks near the water’s edge. closed season, 1013, (Sept. 28 and 29,
Being unable to get at them in any at Garfield PL, Aroostook county).

With, an autumn tinge on the
leaves and a chill in the air, de
noting early fall, minds of sports
men begin to turn to their trusty
guns, which will be taken out
and
oiled in preparation of what prom
ises to be one of the best big grime
seasons in years,. From the reports
of guides and game wardens who are
in touch with conditions, there are
fully as many deer and moose in
other way the anglers fastened hooks
Warden Jorgehsoh also
reported
the woods as ever before within the
to the ends of their poles.
These the payment of a fine of $25 by the
last decade or two,, and every hunt
BEASTS,
O T H E R they lowered into the hole, and after same party for hunting without a
BUGS
AND
er with a fair degree of patience
C
R
IT
T
E
R
S
.
prodding the snakes for a while they license in 1913,
and a true eye and steady hand will
struck and were caught on the hooks
b'-' able to return home with a woods
and drawn out of the hole.
trophy if he goes to the right place.
Memphis* Tenn., Sept. 30—Every
Wardens in the eastren part of
AN IN V E N T O R ’S N E W ACHIEVEable-bodied cat guaranteed to have
the state report that deer are un
at least one good eye and free from BIG SPARK PLUG MAKERS COM
usually plentiful and moose are fSirly
MENT.
rheumatism is worth the fancy sum
numerous. Warden Bert Stone told
BINE.
of 10 cents if delivered at
the
a Bangor friend, Cyrus Winch, the
Shelby county jail between te hours
taxidermist, that he lias seen deer
Among prominent American Inven
of 6 a. m., and 6 p. m., according to
this year, where they have never
tors is Charles H. Barnes of IIIon,,
announcement by Sheriff Reichman
The manufacture of spark plugs N. Y., the man who has succseeded
been seen before, and plenty
of
to meet the wonderful production in better than anyone else in adapting
and Jailer Joe Groom.
them too. Mr. Winjch has also seen
“ We are determined to rid the jail motor cars has become ore of the the autoloading principle of auto
two or three parties down
from
of rats,” said Croom, “ and W'e w*ant great issues of the automobile indus loading shotguns and high-power rif
Mcosehead lake who say that birds
just as many cats as we can
buy. try. In order to meet the increased de les of .22 calibre.
are numerous around there.
Mr.
Barnes,
Cats of any pedigree, breed, gender,, mand, the Champion
Spark Plug though still a young man, ha® been
About this time the bull moose
color or size will be purchased until Company of Toledo, the largest man connected with the Remington Armsare just beginning to complete
we havg enough on, hand. No rheu ufacturers of spark plugs in
the Union Metallic Cartridge Company
growing their horns, which during,,
matic
felines
wi
.
he
accepted
and
world,
has
just
entered
into
an
im for fifteen years, and in that time
the late summer months, are in the MARTIN
FIRST
H.
G L Y N N ’S
those presence4 must have at least portant working affiliation with the has contributed mucli to the mechan
velvet state.
Those who have seen
TROUT.
one good eye.
We will give a dime next largest concern of its kind, the ical excellence of Remington rifles
moose in the woods at this time say
apiece for them until the demand is Jeffery-Dewitt Company of Detroit.
that their antlers grow as fast as
and shotguns.
“ My first trout!” shouted Governor filled.”
pumpkin vines, and the bull moose
Under
the
new
agreement,
the
His latest achievement, the Rem
have to remain quiet in the woods Glynn, as he dropped his rod and
Champion Company will make and
Mauc.h Chunk, Pa., Sept. 30—While market the “ J-D” and “ Reliance” ington autoloading .22 calibre rifle,
in order not to injure their antlers reached with eager hands to take
which are extremely sensitive.
If possession of a fine speckled beauty crawling under his automobile at the plugs, formerly the produce of the which lias been three years in the
they scrape against trees, they are flopping about in the bottom.' of the Serfass Motor Car company’s garage Detroit concern* in addition to the making is the result of diligent
The pound and a half spec here, to make repairs to his
study and complete mastery of the
ma well-known “ Champion” plug.
liable to bleed and become a source boat.
All
of pain for some time.
For that imen of Sakno fontinalis had put up chine, Nevin Schlaugh, one of the of the spark plug business formerly most difficult problems involved in
a marvelously cunning and strong proprietors of the
the manufacture of modern firearms.
Mauoli
Chunkreason, hull moose are not liable
Martin Glynn was breathing Stroudsburg ‘bus line, was startled done by the two concerns will be With this rifle sixteen shots can be
be much in evidence during the sum fight.
conducted from Toledo.
fired without reloading; all the shootmer months.
Cow moose are not hard from excitement and exertion,, by a sound like peas shaken in a
but
the
gleam
of
a
well
earned
vic
In the future, the operations of er has to do is to press the trigger
bag.
restricted by growing horns and roan
tory, was in Ms eye.
He exulted
It is impossible to
A moment later he saw direeUy in the Jeffery-Dewitt Company will be for each shot.
around freely.
Commencing Thursday, Oct. 1, the again, holding his prize aloft, “ My front of the pit, a rattlesnake, which devoted exclusively to the manufac “ jaan” the rifle, no matter in what
lie killed.
The snake had eleven ture of porcelains and porcelain pro position it may be held or how fast
open season on deer went into ef first trout!”
the trigger may be pulled.
This
The sun had just disappeared be rattles and measured five feet in ducts.
fect in the state of Maine in the
hind
the
serrated
horizon
of
spruce
arm
is
sure
to
give
a
new
impetus
to
length.
big woods.
Moose may be
shot
AH of the machinery and equip the rapidly increasing interest
in
during one month, Novelmber,, be on Dexter Bake when the battle be
ment of the Jeffery-Dewitt Company I .22 calibre shooting,, because it com
gan.
But
at
the
conqueror’s
cry.
ginning the first of the month, and
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 30.— Mrs. J. HL is now being moved to
Toledo,
ending the 30th. There are several Old Sol bobbed from behind a thick Lamb brought to the Leader office where it will be installed in tire big bines great rapidity of accurate fire
counties where the law doesn’t go clump in the tree wall and dropped here a formidable looking worm Champion plant, which has recently with simplicity of mechansm, perfect
off until November 1, remaining off a radiant wreath of congratulations which she captured on a tree in the been enlarged by the addition of balance, unique safety devices and
Governor Iback yard at her home on
handsome appearance, besides otlier
until December 1, among these be over the angler’s head.
Carr 40,000 square feet of floor
space. features which sportsmen value. The
Glynn® hat vas not in the ring at street.
This monster
worm
i®
ing York and Cumberland.
Every* single pare, nut, bolt
and
He was unconscious nearly six inches irn length
Among the important clauses of that moment.
and i washer, entering into a spark plug* take-down system is so simple that
the game laws relating to deer and of the fast that it had been flung j }onger W]ieII j n motion.. It 'lias eight] will be produced from the raw ma it can be operated with the fingers,
no tools of any kind being required. ,
off in the struggle and was
now L rng on
head> ounting backward, i
Imoose are the following:
terial by machinery designed ©spec- j
Bull moose must not be shot in dancing amiably among the lilies j a n d ig a ,sc a ry . lo o k in g object. ’ It is j ially for high quality and quantity
any month but November, and there down the bay, pajing court impar- more than one and a half inches in Iproduction.
is a perpetual close time on caribou, tially to every “ water nymph”' it circumference and is green in color.
S T A T E H OU SE C H A T
The output of 25,000 spark plugs
new moose and calf moose.
A calf met.
A little boy called it a “ devil
Still contemplating the beautiful wo rim” and. for the lack of a better per day at the pr&sentn time will
moose is defined as one under a
be greatly increased to take caffe of
year old, and must have at
least fish with admiring and gratified name we Twill let lit go ai that.
Curator Thomas James o f
the
said,
the added business which has
as State Museum is planning to put an
two prongs or tines net less
than eyes, Martin Glynn finally
Grant City,, Mo., Sept.. 30.— W h at; sumed such large proportions as to exhibit of birds in th«
three inches to each, of tine
horns. “ When I was a boy, I used to catch
splendid
Penalty, fine of $200 and costs for shiners in tine old farm creek in ik considered one of the most re make a greater jiroductumi impera largo exhibit ease, which has just
Columbia county.
After I grew up, markable freaks of nature ever pro- j tive.
each offense.
been placed in the museum
room.
Only one 'moose may he shot by a I fished for pickerel, perch and has® duced in Worth county was discov
The center exhibit will be of a
The
porcelain
plant
at
Detroit,
wild
hunter in November and the penalty occasionally with indifferent success. ered when a fine bunch of
number of fine specimens of geese
big grapes was found growing on a hick which is said to b® the most modem
is a fine of from $100 to $20Q, or But at last I have landed a
and brant.
A recent addition to
and
best
equipped
in
the
country
is
to be imprisoned not more
than trout and I feel that I am entitled ory tree.
known to produce a porcelain which the museum collection was a beauti
to
be
classed
with
real
anglers.”
The grapes were found by J. H.
four months.
winged
is greatly superior to the imported ful specimen of a green
“ No question about that! ” heartily Vogt,, of this place.
T he vines are
The plant lias a capacity of teal* presented by Melvin B. Smith
assented Glynn’s. boat companion, firmly attached to the hickory limb, ware.
more than 100,000' porcelains per day of Richmond-.
“ It was a pretty figh t!”
where the grapes had grown to full!
or a total of more than 35*000,000
Secretary James FL Bagley of the
Governor Glynn has
giFen the maturity.
pieces per year.. This means a source State Beoard of Charities and Cor
sportsmen of the state evidence of
The grapes had the same flavor a*
of supply greater than the oembinted rections left Friday morning on an
his interest in forest, fish and game those grown on a nearby* vine.
facilities of practically all
other inspection trip in the vicinity of
in his message to tine New
York:
manufacturers of this product in the Rang-el-ey.
State Fish, Game and Forest League
South Bend. Sept. 30.—Gorged with
and to the Legislature, amd im his- poultry and eats -eaten iirt the neigh United States.
official acts; but he declared while borhood. in which it fhaf lived three
Champion and Jeffery-Dewitt of
at Couchsachirage that lie was glad months, since it escaped., from a car ficials declare, that the affiliation of
that lie had been afforded an oppor nival company here July 4, a 21-foot the two companies will result in an
tunity to get in touch with nature python wap found near the public improved product, better service to
as he had on that all too short out library yesterday by three boy®.
It manufacturer, dealer and consumer;,
ing in the Adirondack®. The Gover was placed in a box by men. The as well a®- increased factory effic
nor asserted that he wuiuld redouble snake had come out to sun Itself iency.
Ms efforts to advance the kind of after the rains.
conservation which shall raise the
Ever since the big snake escaped
standard of life and: lower the cost of mothers have guarded their children. mMiiimiimiimimmmmiiimimMmiiuiiiiimttfmMHmiuitmHMtiiiuiiiiiuji
living.
On his return fr«m
the Poultry owners have missed cfciokens
Especially when the crust
woods
he
ordered
the
reinstatement
house cats have been lost
and
is the crisp, flaky, tender
of men wiho had been laid off at strange hissing no-fee® hav®
been
kind that W illiam Tell
state fish, hatchery because of a mis beard.
Mrs. Chris Oisen saw the
makes—the digestible, whole
434 Congress St.,
understanding of the situation with snake three week® ago near
the
some crust that brings every
For Twenty Years
regard to finances.
Chinese laundry,, where it had been 1 PORTLAND, M A IN E
one back for a second piece.
|
William
Pillsbury of East NorthDuring
the
past
year.
Governor
getting
warm.
They like William Tell cake
| Erected in 1911, and p o sitiv ely th e only §
port (Maine) has been a constant
Glynn
said
hie
had
been
compelled
to
Attorneys
have
been
retained
by
F
irep
roof
H
otel
in
the
City
ji!3t ai well, and William Tell
user of
give most of hi® time to solving.the the parents of the boys to fight for | Elevator Service, P rivate and Public §
bread, biscuits and muffins.
|
Baths
and
every
convenience
for
the
com1
state’s financial problems, and look the $25 reward offered for
the
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
Used as a year-around tonic, he finds
ing after legislation like the work capture of the snake, the men who 1 fort o f guests including
Wheat and a special process of
it invaluable for th e prevention of
men’s compensation act, the primary boxed it claiming the prize.
The j HOT AND COLD RUNNING 1
milling obtainable only in
sickness— the relief of stomach
law and the agricultural bills.
He woman who had the snake show here 1 W A T E R AND LOCAL AND I
(27)
troubles— the restoring of strength.
DISTANCE TELE- 1
is now addressing himself more fuF and who owned the python was bit 1 LONG
East Northport, M e.
“ I have used your ‘ L . F .’ Atwood’s Medto the study of conservation prob ten to death by a Texas rattler at | PHONE IN E V E R Y ROOM |
icine for twenty y ea rs and find it all that is
| S PL EN D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED 1
lems.
He desires to assure friends Roslyn recently.
claimed for it. 1 do not allow myself to be
without it.”
| F E A T U R IN G P O P U L A R PR ICE M ENUS 1
of conservation that be will do all
[signed] W illiam P illsjujry
|
Am
erican
Plan
$2.50
per
day,
npward
§
in his power to have the state re
A big bottle—at your dealers 35c.
Los Angeles, Sept. 30.—W. E. | European Plan $1.00 per day, npw ard |
A liberal Trial Dottle F R E E to you
sume the buying of forest lands for Noble a pioneer desert teamster, took 3 Letters o f inquiry reeardinir rote* e t c ., prom ptly an sw ered. §
if you’ ve never used it before.
the extension cf the Adirondack and a shot at a rattlesnake coiled up | H. E. T H U R S T O N . R. F. HIM M KLE1N, f
“ L. F.” M edicine Co., Portland, Me,
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
*71
Proprietors.
Catskill Parks and for the reforesta- close to the road in the Calico eounPhillips, Mains,

People Like Pie

I Catering to “UpState” Folks1

(Im CHASE HOUSE!

i

“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine

W illiam Tell
F lou r
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but the boy was already crossing
the rude bridge above the dimpling
trout brook, and she caught up to
Folks From the City Knew Moiie delight at her first introduction to
the beauties of this veritable child
About Animals Than Their
ren's paradise. An old failmistead of
Country Neighbors.
generations of one thrifty family
—given over to
strangers
by
some restless
heir
with
an
“There’s something alive in the ambition to try mercantile life in
trap,” shouted Johnnie as hie cross some city or else to go West.
“ Listen,” said Johnnie.
“ I set
ed the green turf of the back yard,
and as he gained the threshold of the trap in that little shady nock
the open south doorway he found just over the wall from here, and
voice to pant again: “ Say,
Jane, that silly creature got into it the
I ran every step of the way to tell very first thing; you would have sup
you there’s something alive in the posed he would have known better.
Now, you are to invent a way to
trap.”
You are the one
“Here is work for you Johnnie get him out, Jane.
boy.” called hds mother, who with who always thinks how to do things.
Climbing the irregular old
wall,
the help she couid muster was busy
unpacking boxes and
barrels' of they peered down from its top, and
household goods; for they had ar there sure enough was the shining
rived at their newly-purchased farm chain of the new trap; and there,
curled up as closely as possible to
only the afternoon before.
They were all New York
city the wall, was a pretty, furry, brigintone
people born and bred; the little they eyed little creature, held by
knew of country life had been gained paw and holding Tip the other that
by reading, and Johnnie’s youthful looked like a tiny hand incased in
imagination was alive to the delights a closely-fitting kid glove, in a pite
of trapping and fishing.
About a ous, entreating way that appealed to
gun he had not decided as yet, fire Jane’s tender heart at once.
“ There!” cried Johnnie, who had a
arms holding a sort of
fascinating
terror for him; but a hook at the great fondness for all animals. “ Just
What decent boy could stand
end of a line was charming in pros look!
just
pective, and a trap to be set in se that . I should like to know?
questered places invited him to make see the way he chatters hds teeth.
a record for himself as a trapper No doubt it is his way of saying that
ac
that should form the theme for let lie doesn’t care to make our
quaintance.”
ters to be sent to envious city cou
“ But isn’t he pretty?” said Jane.
sins.
Consequently, among the very last “ Something like those furs I wanted
of the purchases, when they were on mamlma to buy me last birthday, don’
What can this poor
their way to take the boat by which you remember?
It is too large
they made the first part of
their little creature be?
journey to their New England home, for a ^squirrel—or I should think so.”
“And too small for a fox<, I should
had been a small steel trap with a
chain to make it fasti, so that
the say by the pictures— ”
“ Hallo!
What you got?
Oh, a
captured animal could not make off
with it.
Tills trap Johnnie
had woodchuck,” said a neighboring boy
proceeded the very evening of their appearing from a Clump of near-by
arrival to set in an angle of
the bushes and evidently hanging aroun
stone wall behind the barn,
and waiting for an opportunity to scrape
“ His leg’s broke, all
now that the hoped-for prize had acquaintance.
Want me
been secured he was^ naturally in a right; he can’t get away.
state of intense excitement that he to take a stone and crack his head
for you to put him out of his mis
expected all the family to share.
“ Oh, Johnnie boy,” called his sist ery?”
AB O U T T W O W OO DC H UC K S

Pie found Bargain still in the came accustomed to them and never thing that the world has ever known.
basket and quite content in a corn disturbed them in any way as they London, England, and Leipzir,, Ger
er behind the warm range in the ran about the house.
They slept many, have been the greatest fur
kitchen, where Johnnie, as good as on the broad window seats in the centers of the world, and when we
his word, was busily at work—and sun, were clleanly in habits,
grew consider that these countries are at
ready with hds chaff.
“ He
keeps rapidly to be big and fat, and were war and also that Russia, who is
quiet; as likely as not he thinks among the most interesting of the both a great producer., purchaser and
that we have moved up here to kieep animals about the farm.
user of furs, is also involved in the
woodchucks in baskets.” And NathAs winter approached they
gre|W conflict, as well! as France, the fash
don’t you, Bargain?
You’re as thin dull and sleepy, gild at length were ionable center of the world, it pro
as a June shad.
Haven’t been out taken to the barn cellar, where they duces a situation heretofore unknown
of your hole very long, I
guess. dug a deep hole, carried in a bed of in the civilized world.
Taking the
Spring is late this year.” And turn hay, straw and old papers* and did European war in connection with the
ing to Jane again he said:
“ Sup indeed cover themselves so securely world-wide financial
disturbance
pose you kuow that woodchucks bur- that to say they pulled the hole in there is no precedent by which a
an went on:
“Like it all right, after them did net seem amiss.
business man can accurately judge
row up in the ground in the wint
The family were lonely without of the results.
er?”
them, and often wondered if they
In 1913 Canada exported dressed
“ Yes,” said Jane,. “ I have
read would sleep off their civilization and furs to the value of $15,306, and raw
that marmots were hibernating ani domestication and take to the woodl furs to the value of $5.,150,833, mak
and fields, or whether they would ing a grand total of furs
mals.”
exported
“ Yes,” said Nate.
“ It tells about again seek the snug warm corner from Canada during that year of
The children of $5,166,139, according to the report of
it in the natural history books. I’ve behind the range.
a the Department of Trade and Com
got one.”
Pleased that Jane opened this household with Nathan asher blue eyes in surprise at
hds reinforcement haunted the barn cel merce of Canada.
book learning, he went on:
“ Yes, lar watching for them all Candle
“ On the other hand during
the
it’s sure enough curious. They go mas day, but they did not appear to same period there was imported in
in a hole and pull the hole in after see if their shadows were visible on to Canada raw and
manufactured
They did, however, come furs to the value of $1,326,965 and
them, - so nobody can tell just where the snow.
they are and so dig them out. You’ll out several weeks before their wood during the same nine months before
see some winter if you get him well land relatives and were as delighted mentioned there was imported into
trained.
I never heard of a tame to see their friends as is a lost dog the United States' raw and dressed
woodchuck, but no doubt there are when he returns after an absence. furs of the value of $17.,901,569 and
a great many things I never heard They looked about, found the cat’s during the succeeding three months
of.
And there’s allways a first dish of milk in its accustomed place,, we can safely say that there was an
time for everything.
Why,
he’s and soon were asleep in their bask additional $1,500,000 worth of raw
beginning to tame already,” for the et.
and dressed furs imported into the
“ What do you think now about United States.
poor little animal, as if conscious cf
It makes a grand
his helplessness, nibbled at a slice taming woodchucks?” asked John o total for the year 1913 of
over
of sweet apple that Jane held out to Nathan when he came in.
$20,500,000 worth of furs imported .
“ It is Ml due to Jane,” said the into the United States and Canada.
him stuck to a pointed stick. “ Guess
you are one of the sort that ani lad, removing his cap as he entered
“ The stock of imported furs in
“ Jane can tame
wild
mals take to.
They know who likes tlie room.
America
to-day is rather low, and
things
of
every
sort,
as
the
’
rnprovthem, dogs an’ cats an’ horses, an’
even the little wild things'—general ed manners o* all the v'oy.* and ^irls if the war continues for any great
witness. length of time these stocks willl be
ly they don’t take to city folks— in the neighborhood bear
gradually absorbed in the regular
hut you somehow all seem different.” But I did not believe Bargain and
course of trade, with, but small im
Bacon
would
return
to
the
house
“ We are country folk now,” said
ports to replace them, so
that
the mother who was here and there again when they burrowed out in the
manufactures
will
be
to
spring.”
setting things to rights, “ and we
feature
and
use
a
larger
number
of
The little creatures opened their
hope you will all find us good neigh
sleepy eyes at sound of their names, American caught furs.
borly neighbors.”
“ About 85 per cent, of
certain
“ I told my mother you was just and presently went to stretch them
everyday sort of folks like the rest selves on the low window seat in kinds of fur® caught in America have
been yearly exported to Europe, so
of us round here,,” said Nathan, “ and the sun.
“ They have come out spring poor, that we may look for a rather heavy
she said if she supposed you was
she would send you over a basket of as hibernating anibaals always do,” decline in price on these items,
her baked-up stuff to help you to said Nathan, and Jane laughed rog while sotae of the other varieties of
furs which have been more largely
“ Oh, no; oh, no indeed!”
cried get started; and I guess I’ll run ui aluly.
er in turn. “ Do you see, another load
“ They are called marmots in the absorbed by American manufacturers
home and get it.”
of our goods has arrived.
Never John and Jane in unison.
I have one
will more nearly hold their own. It
“ He ain’t good for nothin’,
and
So the good-natured lad trotted natural history hook.
mind the trap when we are all in
such a rush.
Come, please,
and likely’s not some summer he’ll go in off, feeling that the responsibility of but I* too, have grown to prefer the is not merely a question of having
tlie European market cut off during
settled homely name of wodchuck.”
help about setting up the range. No your garden and eat up your beans; getting the new neighbors
“ And now,” said Johnnie,
“ they the coming season, for even if peace
one can tell so quickly as you where and his leg’s broke so he can’t rested entirely upon him.
Every day he came to see how have nothing to do but to devote should be declared within the next
and how the nickel trimming pieces run away, and seme dog’JH catch
him.
Poor thing.”
the little prisoner was getting on— their lives to growing fat—so as to few months the countries would be
should go.”
“ Poor thing indeed.” echoed John or that gave ham an excuse to come, keep up ’ their reputation as perfect impoverished financially, all trade
“ But* Jane, I ran every step of
it
“ I want him taken out of and one day soon after, when his ly happy and contented tame wood channels be disorganized, and
the way to tell v~u t’ at there is nie.
would require several years before
If I am to dog caught another woodchuck near chuck.”
something caught in the new trap the trap very carefully.
It was soon found, however, that trade with the countries who are
already, and that it is very pretty, blame for Ms broken leg, and c f the same place where Bargain was
normal
course I am. for I put the trap there trapped, lie saved it alive and they made themselves very useful now at war would assume
and alive.”
In the meantime large
“ As soon as we get the fire start supposing it would be l'un to catch brought it and put it in the basket. in destroying the cutworms in the proportions.
ed in tliis new range I will
go — well, anything that objected to be- “ Shouldn’t wonder, likely’s not if garden, and they also destroyed the quantities of fur would be trapped
Now, I do net find any they belonged to the same fam ily/’ striped bugs or their seeds-, fer the throughout the United States and
with you, so to hurry matters come in" caught.
fun, and I mean to care for
the he said.
“ This one’s pretty
well vines' were net preyed upon as usual Canada and large stocks would un
and help.”
the doubtedly be accumulated in
the
but
don’t and the farmer affirmed that
“ But, Jane,” said Johnnie
very pocr chuck:e until lie is well and rumpled up—outside,
seem to have any bones broken; his novel pets paid their way. They are hands cf the dealers, making it a
earnestly, “ I can’t wait.
I must go able to run again.”
“ And it may be that we can tame nervous system may be
generally now six or seven years old, and are great problem, for the dealers to find
now.
You don’t seem to understand
shook
up.
I
thought
you
might
like thoroughly domesticated. They know a market where they will be able to
him,”
put
in
Jane,
who
was
almost
that I am afraid that the little crea
in tears.
to have a span while you was about their names, know the neighbors dispose of their furs and obtain
ture caught in the trap is in pain.”
In addition to this
“ Tame a wcodobuok—ha-! lia! liaj** it, so I saved his bacon— ”
“ W e’ll from strangers, are never troublesom their money.
All the helpers roared at this and
his^father laughed.
“ If that is the laughed the country hoy uproarious call him Bacon,” interrupted Jane, cr mischievous, are pretty; amusing proposition it can readily be seen
It that if the war continues for several
euphony. in their ways and affectionate.
way you feel about it, you will neve ly, and then noting the expression catching instantly at the
added, “ Bargain and Bacon. I Think Bar is noticeable that they sleep for a years, as some experts believe, that
distinguish yourself as a Nimrod.” on the little girl’s face he
shorter time each winter, go
into the market for the sale of
these
“There is no law against gain knows his natae already.”
And Jane added:
“ In pain?
Of kindly:
“ He knows your voice; there is winter quarters later and return furs will be further curtailed, enor
course it is in pain.
I hope
it your trying the experiment that I
mous stocks wi’.l be left in the hands
I’ll run over to no doubt about that,” said
her earlier.
isn’t one of the neighbor’s
cats. ever heard of.
When they get so fat in the aut of the dealers and the situation be-,
Look at this heat indicator on the our barn and get a stout basket to lmother, “but bis broken leg is heal
oven door, Johnnie.
I guess I can carry him home in, and there you ing so nicely that you can soon set umn that they cannot climb upon a eerne more and more complicated a.%
When he is well chair or their window sill, and when time passes by.
bake cookies for you now without can, keep him for a spell in an dM him at liberty.
I
fancy
your
petting
wall have no they are so sleepy that it requires
chicken
coop.
He
won’t
be
able
to
their getting burnt.”
“ Many American furs, have here
effort to keep awake long enough to
“ Look here, Jane,” said the im get out just yet, that paw will be attractions for him.”
tofore
been shipped to Leipzig and
Strangely enough, however.,
the eat* they betake themselves to the Paris to be dressed and dyed and
patient lad, twisting about on one too lame—but the first dog that
bam
cellar
and
go
to
bed.
It
is
as
foot, “ it is just this way, I’m sorry/, comes along will turn over the coop little creatures domesticated
reluctant are then reimported to the United
They were fond interesting to note bow
but I can't feel interested in the and shake the daylight cut of him. easily as kittens.
States and Canada.
Many of the
they
are
to
give
up
their
warm
new range or in anything else when It-will give you plenty of business to of milk and would eat out of the
dyes for use in America have been
I know that little wild creature is make sure nothing happens to him,. same dish' with the cats that Nathan quarters behind the range, but Nat imported from Germany, and
on
for
city brought over.
The dog soon
be- ure always proves too strong
out there being hurt worse
and You’ll name him, of course;
furs
of
this
class
should
the
war
them.
Sometimes for several days
from
worse every time he tries to get folks always name everything
time
in succession they will busy tbem- continue for any length of
away.
If you will come and help m the farm to the chickens..
there
is
bound
to
be
a
shortage
both,
selves in making their nests, and the
Name him, to be sure,” replied
to get him out of Inis trouble I’ll
of dyed furs and also of dyed situffs
boys tljink that, like children, they
promise to never set the trap again.” Johnnie, not to be outdone by this
to dye the furs in America, there
are trying to keep up until the rest
“ Go, Jane, drop your work and go glib-tongued new neighbor. “ W e’ve
fore it would not be surpr’ sirg if a
go.
at once,” said the mother.
“ Our named the farm ‘Glenwood/ after the
large percentage of furs would be
This true sketch was told the writ
the
Johnnie is a truthful hoy.
If he stoves; we’ve Glenwoods in
manufactured and used in their nat
er
by
a
friend
of
the
family
who
says.he will not set the trap again kitchen and iu the parlor and in the
ural state.
knows the fl.nm.alS' well and has the
we named this
be never will, so that obstacle to our ladies’ chamber;
“ We also have to, consider . the
honor
of
being
recognized.
as'
an
old
peace and happiness will be avert pretty fellow Bargain before we knew
fact that furs are a semi-luxury, and
acquaintance
by
these
two
affection
whether
he
was
an
overgrown
field
ed.”
ate, intelligent and most interesting when people are out of work and
So away ran Johnnie and Jane in mouse or a dwarf Arctic bear, and
finances are unsettled the sale of
little creatures.
the warm spring sunshine along the |now, although be may be a bargain,
fur garments by tire retailer is bound
side of the old garden, where in |w mean to make the best of him.
to be reduced, as the public will use
the border among the great lilac, j That’s the wisest thing to do, isn’t
their money to buy necessities rather
Opporite State House, Boston, Maas.
FURS IN CANADA
isnowball and syringa trees*
sweet it?”
than
luxuries in titties of financial
“ Queerest folk® I ever saw in my
Offers room with hot and
herbs were springing, iris was show
depression.
cold water for $1.00 per day
ing her violet eyes, . and
brave life,” reported Nathan at the little
and up, which includes free
“ What will be the price of ralw
“ We,, together with all business
yellow daffodils were flaunting their farm-house under the hill, “ but just
use of public shower baths.
fur® during the coming season and men, can only hope that the war
as
quick-witted
as
country
folks
heavy buds.
I guess I’ll carry that Nothing to Bqnal This in New England what effect will the European war cloud® will soon disappear and that
“ See, oh see!” cried flower-loving every time.
have upon the prices o f raw furs in the dove of peace will once
girl
they
call
Jane tsome
sweet
more
Jane at every discovery; but eager
Rooms with private bathe
Canada is a question of vital
in spread her wings over the
great
for $1.50 per day and up;
Johnnie would allow of no lingering, apples, enough to feed her new pet
suites of two rooms and bath
terest to every trapper and
fur ^European countries, so that
the
and ran on over a narrow path that for a while/, and I might take along
for $4.00 per day and up.
dealer at the present time.,”
said wheels of industry will once more re
Of course they won’t
took them past a fascinating array a cabbage.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF Mr. John HaJllam, the Toronto fur sume their accustomed hum, thus
of .straggling farm buildings under a j have such -stuff till things
have
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
dealer.
heralding the return of a new era
bower-like apple tree, where stood time to grow.
Didn’t know enough
Send fo r Booklet
prosperity
“ The fur trade is in a situation of peace, plenty and
a grindstone suspended on a frame to take their game out of the trap,
STOKER F. GRAFTS Gen. Mnmger this season that is different from any throughput the world.” —Fur News.
that Jane wanted to stop and turn, Had to do it fior ’etm.”

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and ^Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles- being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing, automobiling. etc.
m
Write for (booklet.

H. P. M cK E N N E Y . Proprietor.

Jackm an. Maine

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in carap, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
r a te s to all during October and November.
I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
T he G arry P on d G am ps

YORK CAM PS,

Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

v HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

F I S H I N G

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

John~6arville’s ©am ps

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

at S p rin g L ak e
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CAR VILLE, Flagstaff, Me.

PIERCE POND CAM PS will be run during hunt
ing season by Mrs. C. A. Spalding and daughter.
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and
Birds. Low rates as possible. For particulars
Address, Mrs. C. A . Spalding,
Caratunk, Maine

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large
Togue Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
Send for Booklet
W . H- B E A N , Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.

JIM POND G A M P S
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

Hunting at A1 Wing’s Camps
Will open for hunting Oct. 1. Camp situated
on north shore of Flagstaff lake. No buckboard
ing, motor boat to cross lake. Best of DEER and
BIRD hunting. Telephone in camp.
Write to A . P. W IN G '
Flagstaff. Maine.

W E S T END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine

VALVE

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

SPRING

RELEASE

Sr*

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionSpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
D E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
O U A N A N IC H E LODGE,
Grand L ake Stream , W ash in gto n Co., Me.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw ay Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautiful
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G .
R O SE . Manager, Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
R AN G ELE Y L AK ES
Gamp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K ER , Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Saimaa and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsaing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH ADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE L A K E S, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England, Best black bass fishing in the world,
beat trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N . HILL & SON. Managers.

CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 curing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.

j

The sketch shows a valve spring re
lease which is adaptable to any en
gine. This consists of an L-shaped bar
with a slot in the end of the L, through
which the valve stem passes, but which
catches the valve spring. A sliding
arm locks on the bar automatically at
any desired position and a thumb
screw with the end made to fit the
slot in the valve head can then be
screwed
down,
compressing
the
Bpring.

10,000 Motorcycles in Pennsylvania.
The state department of highways
j of Pennsylvania recently reported
more than 10,000 applications for li
censes for motorcycles since January
1. During the same period of 1913 less
than 8,500 were issued.

Hides for Automobiles.
As an indication of the tremendous
siee of the automobile industry, it is
interesting to note that in one year
approximately 1,000,000 hides are used
for upholstery purposes. The ordi
G U l OHADOIJRNE. Prop.,
Bingham, Maine nary roadster body requires a little
more than two complete hides, and
the touring body about three hides.
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled The average of a car, therefore, is
—Best of hunting—Special rates for two and one-half hides. From the
June, September, October and Novem time the hide is stripped from the
ber—Write for Booklet.
animal, it requires from ten weeks to
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
six months completely to prepare it
Pleasant Island,
Maine. for use, the time varying with the
quality of the leather. Each hide is
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
spyt into four grades, which are
On Rangeley Lake.
known as hand buffs, machine buffs,
Thoroughly modern.
On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House deep buffs and splits. The hand buffs
July 1 to Oct.
are the best and are the part nearest
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
the hair. This
the quality that is
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
most used in the best motor-car fac
Raugeley, Maine.
tories.

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

STORY OF A U T O TR IP
Bill of Expense Ran Up Extre'mely
High.
Two young mien of this city whom
we will call for the purpose of this
story, Davis and Banks, went on a
littfi.e auto trip the other day.
One
of them sells cigars and the other
sells auto tires.
They planned to
run up around lake
Winnepesaukee
and back again starting in the early
dawn and getting back in the gloam
ing of the same day. They landed
alii right.
That is, they
reached
Meredith, N. H., in safety and were
thinking about turning to come hack
when their troubles began. Some
thing went wrong with the machine
and the gears were stripped down,
and a knuckle put out of joint and a
few other minor things happened
that made it Impossible for them to
proceed without having some
new
parts for their machine.
They telephoned to Boston to have
the parts sent on by expresis and
then they sat down to wait for them.
It cost them $1.65 for the telephone,
which they think is a trifle high, .but
still they paid it without too much
murmuring.
Then they had to pay the express
bill on their new auto parts. Then
they had to pay a local mechanic for
putting them into the machine and
his bill was more than ten cents.
Then they had to pay their hotel bill
and a few incidentals and then they
came home.
The young man whom
we call Davis says one thing can be
said of the trip; the roadsi in New
Hampshire taking them at large
are better than the roads in Maine.
Of thie financial part of the trip he
has very little to say, beyond stating
that the tour cost them more than
|they expected when they started out.
Oh yes! they had to stay away from
home over night.—Portland Press.
A U T O GOES INTO RIVER

PLACING IHE LOAD

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

Matter That Has Much to Do
With the Prevention of Dan
gerous Skidding.

In Effect, September 27th, 1914.

TIME TABLE

SUBJECT

FOR

CAR DESIGNERS

Weight Distribution Has in the Past
Been Given Too Little Attention
-— Many Disadvantages In
Having the Load Placed
at the Rear.

FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at
5.15 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M,
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P. M.
M IXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves,
at 11.00 A . M.
STRONG PASSEN G ER TR A IN S leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For
j Phillips at 12.37 P. M-. and for Phillips and
r nangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Bigelow at 5.50 P.
M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P. M.
M IXED TRA IN arrives from PbillipB at
A. M. and from Kinrifield at 8 26 A. M., and froln
Farmington at lr .46 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40 P. M. and lor Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
P H IL L IP S PASSEN G ER TRAIN S leave for
; Farnr ington at 6.00 A . M. ar:d 1.15 P, M. For
I Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
,
| Passenger trains arrive from Farmington’ Tat
I 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. Freni Rangeley at
12.20 P. M. feEf Mu- fe-J. .
|M IXED T R A IN leaves for F aim ilgtcn at 7.30
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A . M. aa-d arrives firm
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 3.15 P. M.

Weight distribution In motor cars
and its effect upon skidding is the in
teresting theme of an article in a re
cent issue of the Automobile. The
most desirable distribution of weight
SL.-is an interesting problem, says the
writer, who continues;
Although it
looks simple at first the problem In
R A N G E L E Y PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
volved cannot (be disposed of lightly. Farmington a.t 10.40 A . M. and arrives at g.CO P,
The advantages connected with proper M.
M IXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
weight distribution are great, because
here Is concerned not merely the run A . M. and leaves at 10.55 A . M.
SALEM
PASSENGER T R A IN le a v e s a t 1.00
ning of the car on the road, but the P. M. for Farmington a»d arrives at 6.16 P. M.
ability of the car to keep to a given di K IN G F IE L D PASSEN G ER T R A IN leaves for
rection. Car designers are blamed for Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. W . For F firm
giving weight distribution too little at ing ton at 12.40 P. M.
M IX E D TWAINS leave for Farmington at 6.45
tention.
A . M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
There is less chance of skidding B IG E L O W PASSEN G ER T R A IN leaves for
on leaving a level road for a hill with Farmington at 10.50 A . M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.C0 A . M. and
the greater load near the rear axle. j leaves
for Kingfield at 7.85 P. M.
A light car without passengers easily SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.6*
develops the tendency to jump and A. M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. M..
slide at the rear, on a more or less arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Relum ing
leave Farmington at 1.10 P. M. S trcrg, 2.2^ P.
uneven road, at high speed, but the M. Phillips, 2.45 P M,. errivirg at Rangeley at
well-loaded front permits controlling 4.25 P. M.
the direction without difficulty. With
F. N. BEAL, Gen't Manager,
a loaded rear, however, the same car
Phillips, Maine.
is steadier but much more difficult |
to right if it leaves the desired ffirec- j
T W O DEER C AM E DOWN
tion. Having1the load at the rear has
other disadvantages than with steer- t
ing. Once started in skidding the
The game wardens who are station
heavy rear quite overpowers the steer
ing end. With the weight nearer the ed at Uunion station at Bangor this
center of the car, however, it will ex season received on Friday, of last
ert less effort, as it will have a short week, the first shipments from the
er leverage.
hunting country since the time open
The tendency of the vehicle to ad ed on big game in the state. They
here to the wrong direction is in came in during the morning and con
creased by braking, which could be sisted of two deer and a bear.
offset by simultaneously increasing , Victor King of Augusta, who lias
the load on the steering wheels, there- '
been up near Winn hunting!, brought
by forcing them to regain their grip
on the surface. Acceleration, however, in a fine looking doe and Edward
gives a more undesirable effect by re Burns of Oorono succeeded in bring
ducing the load carried by the front ing down a deer.
A good-sized hear, shot at Sebois
wheels.
In a rear skid, acceleration and by j. L. Richards, was brought down
braking produce bad effects which are and is to be Shipped to Hyde &
increased by the weight near that end. Wheeler of Boston.
The deer shot
To be sure with both wheels off the by Edward Burns of Orono was sold
surface acceleration is quite impossi- to Leighton’s market in this city.
zle but the swifter rotation of the
The receipts will increase as tiffe
wheels reduces the already small co season progresses and as soon as
efficient of friction. Thus chances to the frost take the leaves from the
stop slipping are reduced. The ap
trees hunting conditions
will be
plication of brakes as soon as one
better.
wheel begins to slip is apt to cause a*
worse skid than if the car were left
entirely free, with the motor out. The
RUMFORD BOY IS S H O T AN D
application of brakes during a com
plete rear skid is very dangerous.
K IL L E D .
The passing of a car on a curve :
gives another instance when the ques
tion of weight concentration could of- | Rumford Falls, Me., Oct. 5.—Colin
fer much material for discussion. With , Hayes, aged 15, was shot through the
the load concentrated in the rear it head to-day while out in the woods
exerts a centrifugal force acting side (With two other boys and died Sev
wise upon the car and applied on a I eral hours later at a hospital. The
greater leverage to the pivoting point bullet was frcpi a rifle, said to have
at the front axle than would be the been in the hands o f Napoleon Cyrfc
case were the load placed nearer the one of his companions, who shot at
front. It would make a more stable a bird.
His mother, who is a wid
car for passing on curves to have the ! ow, supposed lie was in school.
load amidship or slightly ahead of it.
The concentration of weight in front
would be more dangerous for a front
skid and the concentration at the rear
Nation of Gem Owners.
end would be more likely to cause a : Customs statistics show the people
rear skid, which occurs more often. of this country are the most ardent
When passing a curve with a side in admirers of diamonds in the world.
clination, with the outer wheels higher Not only are they the largest import
than the Inner ones, acceleration just ers of the gems, but they own praobefore striking the incline increases tically one-half of the entire diamond
the stability and braking tends to pull supply of the world.
the car inward.

Four people had a narrow escape
from death- last Tuesday afternoon
when a big automobile in
which
they were riding
crashed through
the rail at Jellison’s Bridge
near
Butler’s Corner about two miles
frdm Springvale and went into the
Mou-sam River below turning turtle
and throwing all four occupants of
the car out.
The car was driven
by Howard Davis and occupied by
his mother, Mrs. William Davis, his
sister Jennie Davis and brother Roy
Davis, all of Mirror Lake
Farm,
West Newfield.
By some miracle
all four escaped without serious in
juries while the car was wrecked
and presented a unique scene as it
lay in the shallow water, the four
wheels sticking up into the air.
The party left Sanford about 1.30
o’clock bound for their home. It is
understood that the driver was op
erating the steering wheel with one
hand while attending to something
else with the other hand so that
when the car struck the bridge it
snapped the wheel from his hand
and went through rail and all over
[into the river.
Because the water is not deep is
|the only reason why none of the
Iparty was drowned while it is con
sidered miraculous that no one was
badly injured, alll four being thrown
into the water.
The screams of
the members in the party hr ought
several quickly to the scene and they
were pulled from the water.
Dr.
Ansel S. Davis was summoned from
Springvale but found upon arrival at j
the scene that Ms services
were
not necessary for all the injuries re
ceived were bruises and every mem
ber of the party received a bad
fright.
It is understood that Mrs. Davis
bad in her possession a pocket book
containing a large sum of money
which was wrenched frm her as
she was thrown, out and was not re
covered.
The members of the party j
were removed to their home in an |
automobile from Wentworth’s Gar
age at Springvale.

BIG R E S U L TS
FROM S M A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
F ri j htened.

Look'around and see if you haven’t some Fire
“What was the matter with Old
Boozie when he called the doctor at ■
midnight last night?” “ He thought Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent,
he had lost his sense of taste. His
wife's hat was on the' dining room ta mock or something else you don’t want.
ble ahd he ate the grapes off it.”—
—
Exchange.

Arms,
Ham

Someone else is sure to want it

As He Saw the Scheme.
“Do you understand this building
loan scheme?” asked the prospective
Investor. “ Sure! They build you a
house and you pay so much a month.
By the time you are thoroughly dis
satisfied with the place, it’s yours,”
replied the knowing one.—New York
Globe.

We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you. Kates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

